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Preface 

Since early in the 1970's, victimization surveys 
have been carried out under the National Crime 
Survey (NCS) program to provide insight into the 
impact of crime on American society. As one of 
the most ambitious e(forts yet undertaken for fill~ 
ing some of the gaps in crime data, the surveys, 
carried out for the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration (LEAA) by the U.S. Bureau of 
the Census, are supplying the criminal justice 
community with new information on crime and its 
victims, complementing data resources already on 
hand for purposes of planning, evaluation, and 
analysis. Based on representative sampling of 
households and commercial establishments, the 
program has had two major elements, a continu
ous national survey and separate surveys in 26 
central citics across the Nation. 

Based on a scientifically designed sample of 
housing units within each jurisdiction, the city 
surveys had a twofold purpose: the assessment of 
public attitudes about crime and related matters 
and the development of information on the extent 
and nature of residcnts' experiences with selected 
forms of criminal victimization. The attitude ques
tions were asked of the occupants of a random 
half of the housing units elected for the vicitimza
tion survey. In order \0 avoid biasing respon
dents' answers to the attitude questions, this part 
of the"survey was administered before the victimi
zation questions. Whereas the altitude questions 
were asked of persons age 16 and over, the vic
timization survey applied to individuals age 12 
and over. Because the attitude questions were 
designed to elicit personal opinions and percep
tions as of the date of the interview, it Was not 
necessary to associate a particular time frame 
with this portion of the survey, even though some 
queries made reference to a period of time 
preceding the survey. On the other hand, the vic~ 
timization questions referred to a fixed tIme 
frame-the 12 months preceding the month of in
terview-and respondents were asked to recall 
details concerning ,their experiences as victims of 
one or more of the following crimes, whether 
completed or attempted: rape, personal robbery, 
assault, personal larceny, burglary, household lar-

cen~, and motor vehicle theft. In uddition, infor
mation about burglary and robbery of businesses 
and certain ot~e~ ~rga~izations was gathered by 
means of a vIctimIzatIon survey of commercial 
establishments, conducted separately from the 
household survey. A previous publication, Crimi
n~1 Victimization Surveys in Boston (1977), pro
Vided comprehensive coverage of results from both 
the household and commerCial Victimization sur
veys. 

Attitudinal information presented in this report 
was obtamed from interviews with the occupants 
of 4,513 housing units (8,188 resJdents age 16 and 
over), or 89.8 percent of the units eligible for in
terview. Results of these interviews were inflated 
by means of a multistage weighting procedure to 
produce estimates applicable to all residents age 
10 and over and to demographic and social sub
groups of that population. Because they derived 
from a survey rather than a complete census, 
these estimates are subject to sampling error. 
They also are subject to response and processing 
errors. The effects of sampling error or variability 
can be accurately determined in a carefully de
signed survey. In this report, analytical state
ments involving comparisons have ~et the test 
that the differences cited are equal to or greater 
than approximately two standard errors; in other 
words, the chances are at least 95 out of 100 that 
the ditTerences did not result solely from sampling 
variability. Estimates based on zero or on about 
10 or fewer sample cases were considered unrelia
ble and were not used in the analysis of surv~y 
results. 

The 37 data tables in Appendix I of this report 
are organized in a sequence that generally cprre
sponds to the analytical discussion. Two technical 
appendixes and a glossary follow the data tables: 
Appendix II consists of a facsimile of the survey 
questionnaire (Form NCS 6), and Appendix III 
supplies information on sample design and size, 
the estimation procedure, reliability of estimates, 
and SIgnificance iesung, it also contains standard 
error tables. 

IMPORTANT 

We have provided an evaluation sheet ae the end of this 
publication. It will assist us in improving future reports if YOIl 

complete and return it at your convenience. II is postag. ,
paid and needs no stamp. 
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Crjme and attitudes 

During the 1960's, the President's Commission 
on Law Enforcement and Administration of Jus
tice observed that "What America does about 
crime depends ultimately upon how Americans 
see crime. . .. The lines along which the Nation 
takes specific action against crime will he those 
that the public helieves to be the necessary 
ones." Recognition of the importance of societal 
perceptions about crime prompted the Commis
sion to authorize several public opinion surveys 
on the matter.' In addition to measuring the de
gree of concern over crime, those and subsequent 
surveys provided information on a variety of re
lated subjects, such as the manner in which fear 
of crime affects people's lives, circumstances 
engendering fear for personal safety, members of 
the popUlation relatively more intimidated by or 
fearfffJl of crime, and the effectiveness of criminal·. 
justice systems. Based on a sufficiently large 
sample, moreover, attitude surveys can provide a 
means for examining the influence of victimiza
tion experiences upon personal outlooks. 
Conducted periodically in the same area, attitude 
surveys distinguish fluctuations in the degree of 
public concern; conducted under the same proce
dures in different areas, they provide a basis for 
comparing attitudes in two or more localities. 
With the advent of the National Crime Survey 
(NCS) program, it hecame possihle to conduct 
large-;scale attitudinal surveys addressing these 
and other issues, thereby enabling individuals to 
participate in appraising the stalUs of puhlic safe
ty in their communities. 

Based on datu from a 1974 attitudinal survey, 
this report analyzes the responses of Boston resi
dents to questions covering four topical areas: 
crime trends, fear of crime. residential problems 
and lifestyles, and local police performance. 
Certain questions, relating t(.l household activities, 
were asked of only one person per household (the 
"household respondent"), whereas others were 
administered to all perso!Js age 16 and over (Uin_ 

IPresident's Commission on Law Enforcement and Adminis
tration of Justice. The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society. 
Wa~hinglon, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, Febnmry 
19(,7, pp. 49-53. 0 

. . 
dividual r~spondents"), including .the household 
respondent. Results were obtained for the total 
measured population an~(50r several demographic 
and social subgroups. ~ 

Conceptually, the survey incorporated ques
tions pertaining to behavior as well as opinion. 
Concerning behavior, for example, each respon
dent for a household was asked where its mem
bers shopped for food and other merchandise, 
where they lived hefore moving 10 the present 
neighborhood, and how long they had lived al Ihat 
address. Additional questions asked of the house- , 
hold respondent were designed to elicil opinions 
about the neighborhood in general, about the ra
tionale for selecting that particular community 
and leaving the former residence, and about fac
tors that influenced shopping practices. None of 
the questions asked of the household respondent 
raised the subject of crime. Respondents were 
free to answer at will. In contrast, most of the 
individual attitude questions, asked of all house
hold members age 16 and over, dealt specifically 
with matters relating to crime. These persons 
were asked for viewpoints on subjects such as 
crime trends in the local community and in the 
Nation, chances of heing personally attacked or 
robbed, neighborhood safety during the day or at 
night, the impact of fear of crime on behavior, 
and the effectiveness of the local police, For 
many of these questions, response categories 
were predetermined and interviewers were in
structed to probe for answers matching tho~e on 
the questionnaire. 

Although· the attitude survey has provided a 
wealth of data, the results are opinions .. For ex
ample, c~rtain residents may have perceived 
crime as a growing threat or neighborhood safety 
as deteriorating, when, in facf~ crime had declined 
and neighborhoods had become safer. Further
more, individuals from the same neighborhood or 
with similar personal characteristics and/or expe
riences may have had conflicting opinions about 
any given issue, Nevertheless, people's opinions, 
beliefs, and perceptions about crime are important 
because they may influence behavior, bring about 
changes in certain routine activities, affect house
hold security measures, or result in pressures on 
local authorities to improve police services. 

The relationship between vi,ctimization expen
ences and attitudes is a recurring theme in the 
analytical section of this report. Information con
cerningsuch experiences was gathered with sepa
rate questionnaires, ~orms NCS 3 and 4. ()used in 



administering the victimization component of the 
survey. Victimization survey results appeared in 
Criminal Victimization Surveys in Boston (1977), 
which also contains a detailed description of the 
survey-measured crimes, a discussion of the limi
tations of the central city surveys, and facsimiles 
of Forms NeS 3 and 4. For the purpose of this 
report, individuals who were victims of the fol
lowing crimes, whether completed or attempted, 
during the 12 months prior to the month of the 
interview were considered "victimized": rape. 
personal robbery, assault, and personal larceny. 
Similarly, members of households that experi
enced one or more of three types of offenses
burglary, household larceny, and motor vehicle 
theft--were categorized as victims. These crimes 
are defined in the glossary. Persons who experi
enced crimes' other than those measured by the 
program, or who were victimized by any of the 
relevant offenses outside of the 12-month refer
ence period, were classified as "not victimized." 
Limitations inherent in the victimization survey
that may have affected the accuracy of distin
guishing victims from nonvictims-resulted from 
the problem of victim recall (the differing ability 
of respondents to remember crimes) and from the 
phenC!menon of telescoping (the tendency of some 
respondents to recount incidents occurring··out.,. 
side, usually before. the appropriate time frame). 
Moreover, some crimes were sustaine<!hy victims 
outside of their city of residence: these may have 
had little or no effect in the formation of attitudes 
about local matters. 

Despite the difficulties in distinguishing precise·· 
Iy between victims and non victims. it was deemed 
important to explore the possibility that heing a . 
victim of crime. irrespective of the level of seri
ousness or the frequency of occurrence. has an 
impact on behavior and attitudes. Adopting a sim
ple dichotomous victimization experience varia
ble-victimized and not victimized-for purposes 
of tabulation and analysis also stemmed from the 
desirability of attaining the highest possible de
gree of statistical reliability, even at the cost of 
using these broad categories. Ideally. the victim 
category should have distinguished the type or 
seriousness of crimes, the recency of the events, 
and/or the number of offenses sustained.2 Such a 
procedur~ seemingly would have yielded more 
refined measures of the effects of crime upon aui-

2Survey results presented in this report contuin allitudinal 
duta furnished hy the victims.·of "series viclimiz.'\lions" (see 
glossury). 

2 

tudes. By reducing the number of sample cases on 
which estimates were based,. however such a 
subcategorization of victims would ha~e weak
ened the statistical validity of comparisons be
tween the victims and nonvictims. 

.. .. ,~ 



Summary 

This report examines the perceptions and opin
ions of Boston residents concerning four general 
topics-crime trends; fear of crime, residential 
problems and lifestyles, ~nd local police perform
ance. The findings show that for each of those 
subject areas, viewpoints on specific issues some
times contradicted one another in ways' suggestive 
of th.e possibility that, in many instances, personal 
concerns about the crime problem were not well 
founded and that the threat of crime did not exert 
great influence over activity patterns. Thus, al
though a 62 percent majority of persons thought 
that their chances of being victimized were great
er than in the past and a 44 percent plurality be
lieved that neighborhood crime was trending up
ward, only 8 percent characterized their vicinities 
as more or much more dangerous' than others in 
the Boston metropolitan area. And, aithough an 
appreciable number of respondents (16 percent) 
reached no judgment concerning the direction of 
neighborhood crime, nearly everyone had an opin
ion about crime in the Nation and a vast majority 
thought that it had been on the rise. This latter 
impression could not, however, be attributed sole
ly to the influence of the news media, a,,> about 
half of all persons felt that the seriousness ·of the 
crime problem was not portrayed accurately by 
newspapers and television. 

An inconsistency in opinions also emerged from 
questions about the fear of crime. Despite the 
prevalence of a sense of personal security in 
one's neighborhood, a majority of respondents 
felt that other individuals, including neighbors, 
had limited or changed their activities because of 
crime. The pattern of answers to the three ques
tions on activity changes generally reinforced oth
er survey findings. namely those ~oncerning crime 
trends and· safety from crime. In general, there 
wa~ more widespread concern about rising crime 
or over the effects of crime when the. queries 
w~re impersonal or couched in relatively abstract 
terms. Nevertheless, 45 percent of all residents 
indicated they had personally altered their activi
ties. 

That respondents were not overly preoccupied 
with crime was also borne out by the survey's 

lead series of questions, which made no reference 
to crime. Responses to these indicated that rela
tively few short-term residents of the city had left 
their former neighborhoods because of crime or 
moved to a new one because they perceived it .to 
be safe from crime. And. crime had affected the 
shopping and entertainment practices of only a, 
nominal proportion of individuals. Amorig' the \ 
minority of persons who found fault with their 
neighborhoods, environmental deterioration vied 
with crime as the major concern. ., 

Given their apprehension over crime trends and 
the risk of personal victimiiation, Bostonians 
could reasonably have been expected to share a 
low regard for the effectiveness of the local pol
ice. Such, however, was not the case. Only a 
fraction of them r~ted the police perf.ormance as 
poor. Nevertheless, a large majority of the city's 
residents thought that the job being done by the 
police could be improved, particularly insofar as 
certain operational practices were concerned. 
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Chart A. Summary findings about crime trends 
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Chart B. Summary findings about fear of crime 
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Chart C. Summary findings about residential problems 
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Crime trends 

This section of the reporr) deals with the percep
tions of Boston residents with respect to national 
and community crime trends, personal safety, and 
the accuracy with which newspa:~ers and televi
sion were thought to he reporting the crime prob
lem. The findings were drawn from Data Tables I 
through 6, found in Appendix I. The relevant 
questions, appearing in the facsimile of the survey 
instrument (Appendix II), are 9a, 9c, lOa, 12, 15a, 
and 15b~ each question was asked of persons age 
16 and over. 

u. S. crime trends 
Boston residents age 16 and over were asked 

whether they thought that crime in the United 
States had increaseo, decreased, or remained the 
same during the recent past. Four-fifths shared 
the belief that crime had risen nationally, with 12 
percent replying that it had remained stable and 
only 2 percent indicating that it had declined. For 
all groups examined, a majority clearly felt that 
the Nation had experienced an upswing in crime. 
Response differences among the various sectors 
of the population generally were, inconsequential, 
even when statistically significant. To illustrate, 
only about 3 percentage points separated the rela
tive number of victims and non victims who 
thought that crime was increasing. 

Neighborhood crime trends 
When queried about neighborhood crime 

trends, fewer than half of Bostonians (44 percent) 
perceived that there had heen an increase. Some 
"35 percent thought that the incidence of crime had 
remained unchanged, whereas only 5 percent he
Iieved it had declined. Far more residents dis
claimed knowledge about a trend in neighborhood 
crime than did so about national crime (16 vs. 5 
percent); many persons, especially those under 
age 35, attributed this to the fact that they had 
recently arrived in the area. 
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As in the matter of national crime, there were 
few consequential response differences among 
demographic subgroups. However, half the per
sons who had been victimized in 1973 by one or 
more of the crimes measured by the National 
Crime Survey were of the opinion that neighbor
hood crime had increased, compared to 41 per
cent of nonvictims; the latter were more likely to 
feel that crime was unchanged. 

Despite the existence of an appreciable number 
of residents who believed that neighborhood 
crime had increased, relatively few Bostonians (8 
percent) felt that their vicinities were more or 
much more dangemus by comparison to others in 
the metropolitan area. A plurality (47 percent) 
considered their neighborhoods less or much less 
dangerous, and 43 percent regarded them as aver
age. Differences of opinion between the two larg
est racial groups were rather pronounced, in that 
a far higher proportion of blacks (61 percent) than 
whites (39) assessed the crime problem in the area 
of their homes as average. Conversely, whites 
were considerably more likely than blacks (51 vs. 
28 percent) to think of their neighborhoods as less 
or much less d;~"gerous than others. For the vari
ables other than raloe. the magnitude of response 
variations was far less tXlreme, if not statistically 
insignificant. 

Who are the oHenders? 
Persons who indicated that "outsiders" were 

the perpetrators of most otfenses made lip the 
largest group of respondents (39 percen!).3 "Peo
ple living here" were identified as the offenders 
by some 23 percent of all persons, whereas out
siders and nearby residents alike were blamed by 
11 percent. 

Owing to the element of personal experience 
with crime, the victimization variable perhaps 
yielded the most int~resting results to the question 
about places where offenders lived. Not only was 
the percentage of persons victimized who gave 
such information 10 points higher than that for 
non victims, but victims identified the offenders as 

3Excluding the 28 percent of respondents who for various 
reasons did not offer information on places where offenders 
lived. it was found that a slight majority-54 percent-be
lieved thai the perpetrators' were persons living outside the 
neighborhood . 
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neighboring people relatively more often than 
nonvictims (28 vs. 19 percent). However, marked 
differences also were evident according to race. 
Whites were considerably more likely than blacks 
to blame outsiders for local crime (41 vs. 29 per
cent). Blacks, on the other hand, were somewhat 
more inclined than whites to ascribe it either to 
neighboring residents (25 vs. 22 percent) or to 
"insiders and outsiders" alike (17 vs. 10 percent). 
Some 31 percent of individuals age 16-24 thought 
that people living in the vicinity were the main 
committers of crime. For older persons, however, 
there was a decline with age in the proportion of 
those who held that impression; among the elderly 
(age 65 and over), only 12 percent thought that 
the persons who were committing crimes lived in 
the neighborhood. It appeared that higher propor
tions of "( don't know" responses attended in
creased age, although not all differences were sta
tistically significant. 

Chances of personal victimization 
The prevailing opinion that neighborhoods were 

relatively safe from crime failed to be translated 
into a widespread belief that one's risk of person
al victimization had declined or remained un
changed. On the contrary, a distinct majority of 
Boston residents (62 percent) perceived that their 
chances of personal attack or robbery had risen in 
the recent past. Twenty-eight percent thought that 
their chances had remained the same, and 5 per
cent felt they had diminished. 

Varying percentages of 'members of the popula
tion groups studied felt that their chances of being 
victimized had risen, with the contrast according 
to race perhaps being the most noteworthy. 
Whereas about half of the black community felt 
that the chances were greater, the figure among 
whites was 65 percent. The response difference 
between the sexes amounted to some 6 percen
tage points, with women being more apprehensive 
than men about the threat of crime. By age, it is 
interesting to note that there was no significant 
difference betweel, the proportions of elderly indi
viduals and of young persons (age 16-24) who felt 
that the chanceshad risen. With a response rate 
of 65 percent, persons age 25-64 were more likely 
than either the younger or\~lde(groups to indicate 
they faced a greater dange't· of criminal attack. As 

might be anticipated, persons who had heen vic
timized during the 12 months preceding the inter
view were more apt than those who had not (68 
vs. 58 percent) to state that victimization posed an 
increased danger. 

Crime and the media 
With respect to the accuracy of, news media 

coverage of crime, few Bostonians (8 percent) 
judged the reporting as exaggerated. The largest 
group (45 percent) felt that the problem was just 
about as serious as depicted, although an appreci
able number (41 percent) indicated that it was 
more serious. Differences of opinion on the mat
ter among the population groups studied were 
minor, even when statistically significant. Por 
instance, the distributions of answers by persons 
in the youngest and eldest age groups varied by 
only about 6 percentage points for each response 
category. 

Fear of crime 

Among other things, results covered thus far 
have shown that many residents of Boston be
lieved crime had increased over the years leading 
up to the survey, and, in addition, felt their own 
chances of being attacked or robbed had risen. 
Whether or not they feared for their personal 
safety is a matter treated in this section of the 
report. Also examined is the impact of the fear of 
crime on activity patterns and on considerations 
regarding changes of residence. Survey questions 
Ila, lib, lie, 13a, I3b, 16a, 16b, and 16c-all 
asked of persons age 16 and over-and Data Ta-
bles 7 through 18 are referenced here. '$ 

Crime as a; deterrent to mobility 
When asked if there were parts of the Boston 

metropolitan area they wished or needed to enter 
either during the day or at night but were fearful 
of doing so ~:cause of crime, relatively few resi
dents answ~red ",yes." About one-fift~ of them 
did so with respec-t to- daytime and one-fourth of 
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them about nighttime. A majority of residents indi
cated they did not feel intimidated by crime to the 
extent that their physical mobility had been con
strained.4 

Whites were more likely than blacks to express 
reluctance to move about freely during the day, 
but there was no significant difference between 
the two groups concerning nighttime. Although 
relatively more women than men expressed fear 
about daytime movement there was no significant 
difference between the percentages of persons of 
opposite sex who answered affirmatively to the 
question about nighttime, although women were 
considerably more likely than men to leave this 
question unanswered. Victims were more apt than 
non victims to admit they feared moving about the 
metropolitan area when the need or wish arose, 
either in the day or at night. Unexpectedly, how
ever. persons age 65 and over were less inclined 
than younger ones (16-64 as a group) to say they 
feared visiting other sectors of the area at night 
(16 vs. 27 percent). This seeming paradox proba
bly stemmed from the nature of the relevant sur
vey questions. 

Neighborhood safety 
Nine in 10 Bostonians felt that their neighbor

hoods were free of crime to the extent that they 
felt at least reasonably safe when out alone dur
ing daytime hours. In fact, a small majority (53' 
percent) felt very safe. Relatively few perceived 
that their vicinities were very or somewhat unsafe 
(2 and 7 percent, respectively). With respect to 
the neighborhood situation at night, far fewer per
sons sensed that they were at least reasonably 
safe when out alone, although a majority (54 per
cent) still subscribed to this view; the remainder 
was about equally divided between those who felt 
somewhat or very unsafe. 

Notwithstanding the magnitude of differences 
(get ween response distributions for the two quer
,ies. an overall pattern of answers was evident: for 
either time frame, males or whites were more 
likely than females or blacks to feel at least rea
sonably safe, and there was a tendency toward a 
diminution with increased age in the extent to 
which persons agreed with the prevailing view-

41t should he emphasized that questions l3a and I3b made 
reference to places in the metropolitan area where the respon
dent needed or desired to enter. Thus. it is reasonable to as
sume thl!.t high risk places. those most highly feared. were ex
cluded from consideration by many respondents. Had the 
questions applied unconditionally to all sectors of the area, the 
pattern of responses no doubt, would have differed. 
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point. Cross tabulation of the sex. race" and age 
variables generally confirmed these relationships, 
despite a weakening in statistical significance as 
the groups in question became smaller. Thus, 
whereas virtually all white males age 16-19 said 
they were at least reasonably safe when out alone 
in their neighborhoods during daytime, a relative
ly high proportion of elderly black females (26 
percent) felt somewhat or very unsafe under simi
lar circumstances. For the question about nighl
time, the contrast was even more dramatic. 
Eighty-six percent of the white male teenagers 
chose "safe," whereas four-fifths of elder!y black 
women picked "unsafe." Even though certain 
response items were significantly different from 
one another from a strictly statistical point, the 
distribution of answers given by victims and non
victims was quite similar. Curiously, however, 
victimized persons were slightly more likely than 
those not victimized to indicate they felt very safe 
when out alone in the surrounding area during 
daytime. 

Crime as a cause for moving away 
Amounting to 46 percent of all Boston residents 

age 16 and over, those who had said they felt 
somewhat or very unsafe when out alone in their 
neighborhoods during the daytime and/or at night 
were asked if the danger had caused them serious
ly to consider moving elsewhere. One-fourth of 
this group indicated they had thought of leaving, 
but the majority saicl they had not. Males,S 
blacks, or victims were more likely than their re
spective counterparts to have contemplated mov
ing, as were persons between the ages of 20 and 49 
by comparison to those age 16-19 or 50 and over. 

Crime as a cause 
for activity modification 

As a means for gauging any possible effects of 
the fear of crime on behavior in general, Bostoni
ans were asked if they thought that the problem 
had caused other people, as well as themselves, to 
limit or change their patterns of activity in recent 
years. With respect to the population at large, 87 

SBased on responses shown in I>dta Table 15. this observa
tion is somewhat misleading hecause the source Question was 
asked only of persons who said they felt unsafe during daytime 
and/or nighttime. Totaling 46 percent of the relevant popula
tion. individuals who were asked the question included 27 per
cent of all males. contrasted with 61 'percent of all females. 
Thus •. 11 percent of the lotal population age 16 and over-in
cluding 8 percent oimales and 14 percent of females-said they 
had seriously considered moving. 



percent of the residents were of the opinion that 
modifications had taken place. A smaller majority 
(65 percent) felt that such was also the case 
among their neighbors, and 45 percent indicated 
they personally had done so. Differences in the 
extent to which victims and non victims shared 
these opinions were nominal, even when statisti
cally significant. 

For the questions concerning people in general 
and neighbors, response distributions for the 
demographic gt:'oups examined varied by only a 
few percentage points from the average for all 
residents; in many instances, apparent intergroup 
response differences were statistically insignifi
cant. For the item concerning the respondent per
sonally, however, interesting and more substantial 
differences emerged. Women were far more likely 
than men (54 vs. 34 percent) to say they had 
changed their lifestyles because of the threat of 
crime, and there was a tendency among increas
ingly older persons to have done likewise. At the 
extremes, 34 percent of youngsters age 16··19 re
sponded "yes," compared with 58 percent of the 
elderly. Response differences according to race 
were less marked than those by sex or age-only 
5 percentage points separated the relative num
bers of whites and blacks who' answered affirma
tively, with the latter having the higher figure. 
Examination of results based on a crosstabulation 
of the three demographic variables revealed, 
therefore, that the sharper response contrasts 
were between men and women and among per
sons of differing age rather than between the 
races. To illustrate, white females age 16-19 were 
about three times as likely as white males of the 
same age to say they personally had altered their 
activities because of crime, whereas three-fifths 
of women age 65 and over, irrespective of race, 
indicated they had done so. 

Residential problems 
and lifestyles 

The initial attitude survey questions were de
signed to gather information about certain specific 
behavioral practices of Boston householders and 
to explore perceptions about a wide range of 
community problems, one of which was crime. As 
indicated in the section entitled "Crime and Atti
tudes," certain Questions were asked of only one 

member of each household, known as the house-
".hold respondent. Information gathered from such 
persons is treated in this section of the report and 
found in Data Tables 19 through 26; the pertinent 
data were based on survey questions 2a through 
7b. In ~ddition, the responses to questions 8a 
through 8f, relating to certain aspects of personal 
lifestyle, also are examined in this section; the 
relevant questions were asked of all household 
members age 16 and over, including the house
hold respondent, and the results are displayed in 
Data Tables 27 through 30. As can be seen from 
the questionnaire, and unlike the procedure used 
in developing the information discussed in the two 
preceding sections of this report, the questions 
that served as a basis for the topics covered here 
did not reveal to respondents that the develop
ment of data on crime was t'he main purpose of 
the survey. 

Neighborhood problems 
and selecting a home 

Among respondents for households that had 
occupied the same address for 5 years or less at 
the time of the interview, only about 1 in 20 indi
cated that the threat of crime had been the main 
cause for leaving the former residence or that a 
presumed safety from crime had prompted them 
to select the current dwelling. Representing 55 
percent of the city's households, these short-term 
residents were more likely to indicate that the 
need for a more convenient location (i.e., proxim
ity to jobs, relatives, shops, schools, etc.) was the 
most important consideration in deciding where to 
live. Twenty-six percent cited this as the chief 
reason for leaving the former residence, and. 38 
percent said it was the main motive for occupying 
the present one. On the basis ofthe,socioeconom
ic variables examined, differences in the extent to 
which subgroups cited the influence of crime were 
negligible and/or statistically insignificant. 

All household respondents, regardl~ss of their 
length of occupancy, were queried about the pos
sible existence of undesirable neighborhood char
acteristics. A 58, percent majority indicated they 
were satisfied with conditions. Amo'ng those who 
were dissatisfied, victims were relatively more 
,numerous than nonvictims by an appreciable mar
gin, 53 to 35 percent. Interestingly, members of 
families with annual incomes of $25,000 or more 
were likelier than those in the lower brackets tOil 
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be 4ispleased with at least one aspect of the sur
rounding area. 

As a proportion of those householders who 
found one or more faults with the neighborhood, 
appreciable numbers felt that crime was the vicin
ity's most serious shortcoming or cited environ
mental problems, such as Vl9ise, trash, and over
crowding.6 Victims were somewhat more apt than 
non victims (32 vs. 24 percent) to be troubled by 
crime, whereas the reverse was true with respect 
to environmental concerns (28 vs. 33 percent). Of 
the income groups studied, those in the lowest 
category (less than $3,000 per annum) were the 
likeliest to regard crime as the main neighborhood 
problem. It should be pointed out, however, that 
a substantial number of all respondents (18 per
cent) alluded to the influx. of "bad elements" or 
to the presence of "problem neighbors"-res
ponses possibly associated with the occurrence of 
antisocial, if not criminal, activities in the vicini
ty. 

Food and merchandise 
shopping practices 

Given the finding that some 24,000 Boston 
householders felt that crime was their leading 
neighborhood problem, the next battery of ques
tions was a key component of the survey. for it 
was designed to determine the extent to which 
crime might have affected certain routine activi
ties, such as shopping for food or other goods. 
The lead question on grocery shopping distin
guished between persons who usually shopped in 
the neighborhood (77 percent) and those who did 
not (23). The following question focused on the 
latter group, and it determined that only 2 per
cent-members of scarcely 1,000 households
were deterred by crime from shopping in the vi
cinity. In fact, for most population subgroups, the 
volume of sample cases was too small to yi~ld 
statistically reliable estimates of those whose 
shopping practices were influenced by crime. It is 
of interest to note, however, that blacks or per
sons who had been victimized were less likely 
than whites. or nonvictims, respectively, to do 
their major food shopping in the neighborhood, as 
were individuals in the lowest income group by 

"There wall no statistically significant difference between the 
percent of persons who chose "crime" (28 percent) and those . 
who picked "environmental problems" (31 percent). As a pro
portion of all householders. respondents who selected crime as 
the main neighborhood problem amounted 10 about II percent 
and those citing environmental issues represented 13 percent. 
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comparison with those having incomes of $3,000 
or more. The absence of foodstores or the inade
quacyor high prices of existing ones were reasons 
often given for grocery shopping outside the 
neighborhood, although answers were not record
ed for many respondents (23 percent), including a 
disproportionately large number of persons in the 
lowest income,group. 

The question about shopping for goods other 
than food was intended to distinguish between 
those who patronized clothing and general mer
chandise stores in Boston's downtown shopping 
district and those who shopped elsewhere (i.e., in 
stores situated within residential areas or in the 
sllburbs). Downtown shoppers outnumbered the 
others by about 7 percentage points. Blacks Were 
more likely than whites to shop downtown (58 vs. 
50 percent), ,and a relatively high proportIon (62 
percent) of persons in the uppermost income 
group did likewise. Once again, the intimidating 
effects of crime were far from widespread: 4 per
cent of those who customarily shopped in neigh
borhood or suburban stores indicated that crime 
was the main obstacle to their shopping down
town. 

Entertainment practices 
The inquiry into evening entertainment was in

tended to detect any possible association between 
perceptions about crime and yet another facet of 
life. Unlike the preceding questions, however, the 
series on entertainment was asked of all persons 
age 16 and over and did not relate to a neighbor
hood context. The initial questions determined 
that about half of all residents had not changed 
the frequency with which they went out to dinner, 
theaters, and the like during the recent past; 16 
percent went out more often and 33 percent less 
frequently. Responses offered by this latter group 
revealed that women, blacks, or persons who had 
been victimized were somewhat more likely than 
their respective counterparts to have curtailed the 
frequency with which they went out. So, too, 
were individuals age 25-34 or 65 and over in rela
tion to the four remaining age groups. Of the total 
number of those who stated they had reduced 
their evening entertainment activities, some 13 
percent, or approximately 19,700 persons, as
cribed this chiefly to their fear of crime. Women 
(17 percent) and persons age 50 and over (24) 
were disproportionately represented in the group. 
The largest share of responses came from persons 
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who allributed their rest! Ictlons in entertainment 
mainly to fina~cial circumstances (26 percent). 

The second half of the questions on evening 
entertainment concerned the customary location 
of establishments patronized. Most Bostonians (63 
percent) indicated they remained within the city, 
and about 23 percent said they usually went to 
suburban restaurants, theaters, and other public 
facilities in the suburbs: 13 percent went to both 
areas with equal frequency. Whites were much 
more likely than blacks (26 vs. 7 percent) to travel 
to the suburbs, and persons age 35 and over were 
more inclined than younger individuals to do like
wise. When asked about motives for usually going 
outside the city, II percent of all those who did 
so (or about 7,700 persons), maintained it was 
because of crime within the city. Personal con
venience or preference for facilities were cited by 
53 percent. 

Local police performance 

Following the series of questions concerning 
neighborhood safety and crime as a deterrent to 
personal mobility, individuals age 16 and over 
were asked to assess the overall performance of 
(he local police and to suggest ways, if any, in 
which police effectiveness might be improved. 
Data Tables 31 through 37, derived from survey 
questions 14a and 14b, contain the results on 
which this discussion is based. 

Are they doing a good, 
average, or poor iob? 

Coming toward the end of queries thaI obliged 
respondents to assess the extent and conse
quences of crime, the questions about police per
formance could reasonably be expected to have 
revealed a substantial amount of cynicism on the 
part of the city's residents, Such, however, was 
not tlle case, as 3 in 4 Bostonians rated the quali
ty of pOlice work as no lower than average. Those 
who characterized it as poor made up 17 percent. 
Although the age or victimiza~ion status variables 
yielded !lome interesting response differences, 
contrasts according to race perhaps were the most 
provocative. By margins of about 2 to I, blacks 
were more likely than whites to give "poor" rat
ings and whites were more apt than blacks to as-
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sign "good" ratings. Response variations between 
persons of opposite sex were minor. 

The pattern of police appraisal with respect to 
age was quite distinct: there was a tendency for 
older persons to rate police performance as good 
rather than average or poor. Slightly over half of 
all persons age 65 and over gave "good" ratings, 
compared with 22 percent of those age 16-19. 
Conversely, 23 percent of individuals in the 
youngest group and only 8 percent in the eldest 
said "poor." Higher proportions of victims than 
nonvictims gave "average" or "poor" ratings, 
whereas relatively more non victims than victims 
assigned "good" ones (39 vs. 28 percent). 

Although the response variations between per
sons of opposite sex were inconsequential, those 
based on a joint usage of the race and age varia
bles were noteworthy. For each of the six corre
sponding age groups, higher proportions of whites 
than of blacks said that police performance had 
been good and lower proportions indicated it had 
been poor. As a result, therefore, tile 'response 
contrasts were sharpest between younS blacks 
and elderly whites: 7 percent of black youths age 
16-19 gave "good" ratings and 45 percent "poor" 
ones, compared with 56 and 8 percent, respective
Iy, for whites age 65 and over. 

How can the police Improve? 
Despit~ the overall favorable performance eval

uations given the police, a vast majority of per
sons (87 percent) fel! that the force's effective
ness could be improved in one or more ways. 
Blacks were somewhat more likely th3n whites to 
hold that view, .as were victims by comparison 
with nonvictims. 

When asked to identify those aspects of the 
police mission that needed improvement, a 62 
percent majority of Bostonians i~entified mea
sures relating to operational prac.tices, with revi
sions in deployment (i.e., the need for more offi
cers in certain areas of the city or al certain 
times) being the most common specific item (39 
percent).7 Twenty-three percent wanted improve-

7For much of this discussioo. the eiaht ,specific response 
items covered in Questioo 14b were combined into three cate· 
gories. as follows: community relations: (I) "Be more cour
teous. improve altitude. community relatioos" and (2) "Don'1 
discriminate, " Operation'" practices: (I) "Concentrate 00 

more important duties. serious crime. etc."; (2) "Be more 
prompt. responsive. alert"; (3) "Need more traffic control"; 
and (4) "Need more policemen of particular type (foot. car) in 
certain areas or at certain limes." And. personnel resources: 
(I) "Hire more policemen" and (2) "Improve trainin8. rai!le 
quaJificatioos or pay. recruitment policies." 



ments in the area of personnel resources, mainly 
by augmenting the force (19 percent). Eight per
cent called for better police-community relations, 
chiefty through improved public behavior by force 
members (7 percent). 

Men and women were in fundamental agree
ment as to the manner for improving the. work of 
the police. The specific measure on which they 
differed most sharply concerned police readiness 
and response lime. Women were more likely than 
men (20 vs. 13 percent) to suggest a need for im
provement in this facet of police operations. 
There was also an overall similarity in the respon
ses of victims and nonvictims, except thaI the lat
ter were appreciably more likely (43 vs. 33 per
cent) to say that deployment changes. were need
ed. 

Examination of the responces of blacks and of 
younger persons-population groups that were 
relatively less generous in their ratings of police 
performance-gave insight ro the reasoning be
hind their assessments. The area of widest disa
greement between blacks ~md whites concerned 
community relations. Blacks were far likelier than 
whites (18 vs. 6 percent) to indicate that these 
should be strengthened. Whites. on the other 
hand. were more inclined to state t"at the police 
personnel situation needed improvement. Dif
ferences in the extent of both these viewpoints 
aDplied irrespective of age. The call by blacks for 
improved police-community relations was strongest 
among individuals age 16-24, regardless of gender, 
whereas the interest on the part of whites in an 
upgrading of police personnel centered chiefty 
among both males and fem<lles age 35 ,md over. 
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App.ndlx' 

Survey data tables 
The 37 statistical data tables in this appendix 

present the results of the Boston attitudinal sur
vey conducted early in 1974. They are organized 
topically, generally paralleling the report '5 analyti
cal discussion. For each subject, the data tables 
consist of cross-tabulations of personal (or house
hold) characteristics and the relevant response 
categories. For a given population group, each 
table displays the percent distribution of answers 
to a question. 

All statistical data generated by the survey are 
estimates that vary in their degree of reliability 
and are subject to variances, or errors, associated 
with the fact that they were derived from a s~'m
pie survey rather than a complete enumeration. 
Constraints on interpretation and other uses of 
the data, a.." well as guidelines for determining 
their reliability, are set forth in Appendix Ill. As 
a general rule, however, estimates based on zero 
or on about 10 or fewer sample cases have been 
considered unreliable. Such estimates. qualified 
by footnotes to the data tables, Were not used for 
analytical purposes in this report. 

Each data table parenthetically displays the size 
of the group for which a distribut.ion of responses 
was calculated. As with the percentages, these 
base figures are estimates. On tables showing the 
answers of individual respondents (Tables 1-18 
and 27-37), the figures reflect an adjustment based 
on an independent post-Census estimate of the 
city's resident population. For data from house
hold respondents (Tables 19-26), the bases were 
generated solely by the survey itself. 

A note beneath each data table identities the 
question that served as source of the data. As an 
expedient in preparing tables, certain response 
categories were reworded and/or abbreviated. The 
questionnaire facsimile (Appendix II) should be 
consulted for the exact wording of both the ques
tions and the response categories. For question
naire items that carried the instruction "Mark all 
that apply," thereby enabling a respondent to 
furnish more than a single answer, the data tables 

reflect only the answer designated by the respon
dent as being the most important one rather than 
all answers given. 

The first six data tables were used in preparing 
the "Crime Trends" section of the report. Tables 
7-18 relate 10 the topic "Fear of Crime"; Tallies 
19-30 cover "Residential Problems and life
styles"; and the lasl seven tables disph,y informa
tion concerning "Local Police Performance." 

13 
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Population characteristic 

All persons (461,000) 

Sex 
Male (202,100) 
Female (258,800) 

Race 
lIhite 
Black 
Other ~

379'400) 
71,100) 
10,500) 

Age 
16-19 ~50'800~ 20-24 84,800 
25-34 89,800 
35-49 (82,700) 
50-64 (85,400) 
65 and over (67,500) 

Victimization experience 
Not victimized (288 t 800) 
Victimized (172,200) 

Table 1. Direction of crime trends in the United States 
(Percent distribution of responses for the population age 16 and over) 

. 
Total Increased Same Decreased Don't know 

100.0 80.8 11.5 2.0 5.4 

100.0 80.2 11.8 2·4 5·3 
100.0 81.3 11·3 1.6 5.5 

100.0 81.9 11.1 1.9 4.8 
100.0 78.0 12.6 2.8 6.4 
100.0 63.7 16.9 10.5 18.4 

100.0 76.3 15.6 3.4 4·4 
100.0 76.9 15.7 2.5 4.6 
100.0 82.2 11·7 1.9 4.0 
100.0 82·3 9.R 1.2 6.6 
100.0 83·9 8.6 1.7 5.5 
100.0 81·7 8.6 1.8 7.3 

100.0 79.6 11.9 1.7 6.4 
100.0 82.9 10.9 2.5 3·7 

YlTE: Data based on question lOa. Detail may not add to total because of rounding. Figures in parentheses refer to population in the group. 
1 Estimate , based on about 10 or fewer sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 

Table 2. Direction of crime trends in the neighborhood 
(Percent distribution or responses for the population age 16 and over) 

Haven't lived 

Not available 

0·3 

0.3 
0·3 

0.3 
10.2 
10.5 

10.3 
10.3 
10.2 
10.1 
10·3 
10.5 

.0.4 
10.1 

Population characteristic Total Increased Same Decreased here that long Don't know Not avai.1able 

All persons (461,000) 100.0 44.4 34.6 4·5 7.2 9.0 0.3 

Sex 
Male (202,100) 100.0 44·3 35.3 5.1 7·7 7.3 0·3 
Female (258,800) 100.0 44·5 34·1 4.0 6.8 10.4 0·3 

Race 
White ~379'4oo) 100.0 45.4 34.6 3·8 7.1 8.8 0·3 
Black 71,100~ 100.0 39:6 34.4 8.2 7.6 10.1 10.1 
Other 10,500 100.0 40.5 36.1 13.6 8.3 11.5 10.0 

Age 
6.8 6.8 10.2 16-19 

~'ODI 
.100.0 40.0 37.0 9.1 

20-24 84,800 100.0 41.2 33·4 3.9 14.6 6.8 10.2 
25-34 89,800 100.0 43.0 35.0 4.0 10.9 6.9 10.2 
35-49 82,700 100.0 46.9 33.6 5.0 3.8 10.2 0.5 
50-64 85,400 100.0 47.6 35·7 4.4 2.1 10.0 10.3 
65 and over (67,500) 100.0 46.5 33.8 3.6 2.1 13.8 10.3 

Victimization experience 
Not victimized (288,800) 100.0 ,41.0 37.0 4.3 6.6 10.9 0.3 
Victimized (172,200 100.0 50.1 30.7 4.9 8.2 5.9 10.2 

YlTE: Data based on question 9a. Detail may not add t,o total because of rounding. Figures in parentheses refer to population in t~~ group. 
,,1Estimate, based on zero or on about 10 or fewer sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 



Table 3. Comparison of neighborhood crime with other metropolitan area neighborhoods 
(Percent distribution of responses for the population age 16 and over) 

Much more More About Less Much less 
Population characteristic Total dangerous dangerous average dangerous dangerous Not avaihble 

All persons (461,000) 100.0 1.2 7.0 42.9 39.2 8.1 :..6 
I 

Sex 
Male (202,100) 100.0 1,1 7.4 40.6 41.2 8.5 1.1 
Female (258,800) 100.0 1.2 6.6 44.6 37.7 7.9 2.0 

llace 
White (379,4oo) 100.0 1.1 6.8 39.3 42.1 9.2 1.4 
BlECk F1,100~ 100.0 1.7 7·4 60.5 25.2 2.9 2.4 
other 10,500 100.0 12.0 8.7 50.0 31.,3 4.5 "3.6 

'':6-" 1"'""1 100.0 1.2 8·7 41.7 40.0 7.0 1·4 
20-24 84,800 100.0 1.0 8·7 44.0 37.5 7.3 1.5 
25-34 89,800 100.0 1.5 9.0 42·7 ,38.2 6.9 1.6 
,35-49 ~82'700 100.0 1.,3 6.0 45.9 ;37.2 8.6 0.9 
50-64 85.400 100.0 0.8 4.3 41.1 42.7 9·5 1.6 
65 and over (67,500) 100.0 1.2 5.3 40.9 40·5 9.2 2.9 

Victimization experience 
'" c40.5 Not victimized (288,800) 100.0 0.9 5.4 43.0 8.,3 1.9 

Victimized (172,200 100.0 J.·7 9.6 42.6 ,37.1 7.8 1.1 

OOTE: Data based on question 12. Detail may not add to total because of rounding. Figures in parentheses refer to population in the group. 
"Estimate, based on about 10 or fewer sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 

Table 4. Place of residence of persons committing neighborhood crimes, /) 

(Percent distribution of responses for the population age 16 and over) 

No neighborhood People living Yqually 
Populatio~ characteristic Total crime here Outsiders by both Don't know Not available 

All persons (461,000) 100.0 2.6 22.7 ,38.8 10.7 24·1 1.2 

Sex 
Male, (202,100) 100.0 2.6 2,3.7 40.3 11.5 20.9 1.1 
Female (258,800) 100.0 2.6 21.9 37,.7 10.0 26.5 1.,3 

Race 
White ~379'400) 100.0 2.8 22.,3 40.9 9.6 23.4 1.0 
Black 71.100~ 100.0 1.8 25.4 28.7 17.0 25.2 1.8 
other 10,500 100.0 10.5 19·4 32.4 7·2 37.9 "2.6 

'':6-,' lSO''''1 
100.0 1.5 ,31.5 38.1 14·3 1,3.6 1.0 

20-24 84,800 100.0 1.5 30.6 34~4 10.5 22.1 0.9 
25-34 89,800 100.0 1.8 26.7 36.4 10.8 23.0 1.3 
35-49 82,700 100.0 2·3 21.2 39.0 12.1 24.0 1.4 
;0-64 8;,400 100.0 4.0 15.6 41.5 10.0 27·5 1.4 
65 and over (67.5OO) 100.0 4.2 11.5 44.6 7·1 31.5 1.1 

Victimization experience 
HOt victimized (288~800) 100.0 3.2 19.4 38·4 10.7 27.0 1.3 
Victimized (172,200 100.0 1.6 28.2 39.6 10.5 19.1 1.0 

WTE: Data based on question 9c. , Detail may not add to total because at roundin,g. Fisures in parentheses reter to population in the group. 
"Estimate, based on about 10 or tewer sample esses, is statistically unreliable. -t.A 
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Table 5. Ch~nge in the chances of being attacked or robbed 
(Percent distribution ot responses tor the population age 16 &1d over) 

Population characterist~p Total Go;mg up Same Goiilg down No opinion 

All persons (461.000) 100.0 61.7 28.3 5.1 4.7 

Sex 
6.0 Male (202,100) 100.0 58.1 31.5 4.2 

Female (258,800) 100.0 64·5 25.8 1;.4 5.1 

Race 
White ~379'4oo) 100.0 ·64·5 26.6 4.6 4.1.· 
Black 71'100~ 100.0 49·4 35.6 8.0 6.7 
other 10,500 100.0 41.9 42.3 4.7 11.1 

'':6-19 !'O''''''l 100.0 55.6 35.3 6.5 2.4 
20-24 84,800 100.0 58.9 31.4 7.0 2.7 
25-34 !l9, 800 100.0 63·6 28.3 4.2 3.7 
35-J.~ 82,700 100.0 65.3 24.8 4.5 5.1 
5c,..b4 85,400 100.0 65.3 24.4 3.7 6.3 
65 and over (67,500) 100.0 58.1 28.5 5.3 7.5 

Victj~zation experience 
6.2 Not victimized (288)800) 100.0 58.1 30.1 5.2 

Victimized (172,200 100.0 67.6 25.3 4.9 2.1 

roTE: Data based On question 15a. ~tail may not add to total b~cause ~f rounding. ~gures in parentheses refer to population in the group. 
lEstimate, based on zero or on abou~ 10 or fewer sample cases, 2S stat2stically unrel2Bble. 

.. , 

Not available 

0.3 

0.3 
0.2 

0.2 
10.3 
10.0 

10.1 
10.1 
10.2 
10.3 
10.3 
10.6 

0.3 
10.1 

Table 6. Seriousness of crime problem relative to what newspapers and television report 
(Percent distribution of responses for the popul6tion age 16 and over) 

Population characteristic Total Less serious Same More serious No opinion Not available 

All persons (461,000) 100.0 8.3 44.9 40.7 5.7 0·4 
Sex 

Mele (202,100) 100.0 10.5 .43.6 40.0 5.5 0·4 
Female (258,800) 100.0 6.6 46.0 41.3 5.8 0.4 

Race 
White P79,4oo) 100.0 8.3 45·3 41.2 4.9 0.4 
Black 71,loo~ 100.0 8.9 42·5 40.6 7·5 10.5 
other (10,500 100.0 5.8 49.0 25.9 19.4 10.0 

Age 
16-19 

(50''''''l 
100.0 12.0 48.2 36.3 3·5 10.0 

20-24 84,800 100.0 11.9 44.6 39.4 3.8 10;3 
25-34 89,800 100.0 8.9 47.6 38.4 4.7 " 10.4 
35-49 182,700 100.0 6.3 44·1 43·1 6.0 0.5 
50-64 85,400 100.0 5.9 43·7 43.6 6.4 10.4 
65 and over (67,5oo) 100.0 5.8 41.8 42.3 9.5 :.?6 

Victimization experience 
<' 

i 
Not victimized (288;800) 100.0 7·9 45.5 38.9 7·3 0.5 
Victimized (172,200 • 100.0 9.0 44·0 43.9 .3.0 '~-"fO~2 

roTE: Data based on question 1Sh. Detail may ~ot add to total because of rounding. Figures in parentheses refer to population in the group. 
1 Est1mate , based on zero or on about 10 Or fewer sample cases, is statistical~ unreliable. 
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Table 7. Fear of going to parts of the metropolitan area 
during the day 

(Percent distribution or responses tor the population 'age 16 and over) 

Population characteristic Total Yes No 

All persons (461,000) 100.0 20.5 75.8 
Sex 

Male (202,100) 100.0 17.6 80.3 
Female (258,800) 100.0 22·7 72.3 

Race 
White (379,hoo) 100.0 21.4 74.4 
Black (71,1oo~ 106.0 17·0 81.0 
other (10,500 100.0 10.5 89.5 

Age 

16-19 f50''''''1 
100.0 14·8 82.3 

:::0-24 84, 800 100.0 18·3 79.4 
25-34 (89,800 100.0 19.0 77.9 
35-49 82,700 100.0 23.8 72.5 
50-64 ~85'4oo 100.0 25·7 69.0 
65 lind over (67,500) 100.0 18.8 76.1 

Victimization experience 
Not victimized (288)800) 100.0 18·3 78.0 
Victimized (172,200 100.0 24·1 72.1 

Not available 

4.2 
2.0 

10.0 

2.8 
2.3 
3.1 
3.~ 
5.2 
5.1 

WTE: Data based on question 13a. Detai~ may not add to total because or rounding. Figures 
in parentheses refer to population in the group. 

lEstimate, based on zero sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 

Table 8. Fear of goin9 to parts of the metropolitan area at night 

(Percent distribution of responses for tbe population age 16 and over) 

Population characteristic Total Yes No Not available 

All persons (461,000) 100.0 25;5 63.5 11.0 
Sex 

Male (202,100) 100.0 25.3 67.4 7.3 
Female (258,800) 100.0 25.5 60.5 14·0 

Race 
White (379,400) 100.0 26.0 62~4 11.6 
Black (71,loo~ 100.0 24.2 67.4 8·4 
other (10,500 100.0 13·5 79.0 7.5 

Age 

16-19 f"""""l 100.0 28.1 59.2 12·7 
20-24 84,800 100.0 30.9 59.4 9.7 
25-34 89,800 100.0 27·4 62.8 9.8 
35-49 ~82'7oo 100.0 26.8 62.3 10.9 
50-64 85,400 100.0 22.6 64.7 12.8 
65 and over (67,500) 100.0 16.1 13.0 10.9 

Victimization exp!,1"i.ence 
Not victimized < (288 800) 100.0 21.5 67.9 10.6 
Victimised (172,200) 100.0 32.1 56.1 11.7 

W:I'E: Data based on o.uestion 13b. Detail maY,not add to total because of rounding. ~gures 
in parentheses refer to population in the group. e' 
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Table 9. Neighborhood safety when out alone during the day 
(Percent distribution of responses for the population age 16 and over) 

Population characteristic Total Very safe Reasonab~ safe Some\~hat Unsafe Very unsafe 

All persons (461.000) 100.0 53·1 37.3 7.2 2.2 

s.~x 
Male (202,100) 100.0 65.0 29.4 4·4 0.8 
Female (258,800) 100.0 43.7 43·4 9·3 3.2 

Race 
White ~379'400) 100.0 56.3 35·1 6.5 1·7 
Black 71,100~ 100.0 37·5 47.5 10.2 4.5 
other 10,500 100.0 41.1 45·9 10.4 12.5 

'':'_'9 !50''''j 
100.0 63.4 31.9 3.8 1.0 

20-24 84,800 100.0 61.8 32.8 4.3 1.0 
25-34 89,800 100.0 58.5 33·9 5·7 1·7 
35-49 82,700 . 100.0 52.5 37·6 7.7 1.9 
50-64 85.1+00) 100.0 46.2 41.6 8.2 3.5 
65 and ovrit' (67,500) 100.0 36.4 45.5 13.2 3.8 

Victimization experience 
Not victimized (288~800) 100.0 52.1 38.2 7.2 2.1 
Victimized (172,200 100.0 51,.8 35.8 7.1 2.2 

ro'lE: Data based on questior! 11b. Detail may not add to total because of rounding. Figures in parentheses refer to population in the group. 
1Estimate, based on zero or· on about 10 o~ fewer sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 

Not available 

0·4 

0·3 
0·4 

0·4 
10.2 
10.0 

10.0 
10.1 
10.2 
10.3 
10.4 

0.1 

0.4 
10.2 
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Table 10. Neighborhood safety when out alone during the day 

(Percent distribution of responses for the population age 16 and over) 

Population characteristic Tota~ Very safe Reasonably safe Somewhat. unsafe Very unsafe Not available 

Sex and age 
Hale 

16-19 (22'700~ 100.0 77-6 20.8 11·3 10·3 10.0 
20-24 (38,200 100.0 73.9 23.8 2.0 10.1 10.2 
25-34 (41,100~ 100.0 72.7 23·7 3·3 10·3 10.0 
35-49 (38,200 100.0 62.6 32.2 4.1 10.6 10.5 
50-64 (36,700) 100.0 56.2 35.1 6.1 2.0 10.6 
65 and over (25,200) 100.0 43·9 42.6 10·5 2.1 10.9 

Female 
16-19 (28,100~ 100.0 51.9 40·7 5·8 1.6 10.0 
20-24 (46,600 100.0 52.0 40.1 6.2 1.6 10.1 
25-34 (48, 700~ 100.0 1;6.5 42·5 7·a 2.8 10.3 
35-49 (44,500 100.0 43·8 1,2.1 10.9 2.9 10.3 
50-64 (4a,700 100.0 38·7 46.6 9·8 4.7 10.2 
65 and over (42,300) 100.0 31.9 47.2 14·a 4.9 1.2 

Race and age 
White 

16-19 (41,100) 100.0 66.4 30.1 3·0 10.6 10.0 
20-24 (69,200~ 100.0 64.7 31.0 3.6 >0.6 10.2 
25-34 (69,100 100.0 64~8 29·2 4·a 1.2 10.1 
35-49 (64,400) 100.0 58.0 33·7 6.5 1.4 10·4 
50-64 (73,400) 100.0 49.0 40.4 7.4 2.8 10 5 
65 and over (62,200) 100.0 37·7 44·8 12.9 3·4 1.2 

Black 
16-19 t,600) 100.0 51·4 3a.1 7·4 13.1 10.0 
20--24 14,0001 100.0 49.0 40.7 7.6 12.7 10.0 
25-34 18,500 100.0 35·6 51.4 9.1 3.3 10.6 
35-49 ~15,500 100.0 32·4 50.9 12.2 4.2 10.4 
50-64 10,100 100.0 29·7 49.7 12.0 8.6 10.0 
65 and over (4,400) 100.0 la.6 54.6 17·9 la.9 10.0 

OOTE: Data based on question 11b. Detail may not add to total because Of rounding. Figures in parentheses refer to population in the group. 
).Estimate, based on zero or on about 10 or fewer sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 
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Table 11. Neighborhood safety when out alone during the day 

(Percent distribution or responses ror the population age 16 and ().Ver) 

Population characteristic Total Ver.r sate Reasonably sare SoiOOwhat unsare Very unsare Not available 

Race, sex, and age 
White 

HIlle 
16-19 (18,500~ 100.0 81.7 17.7 10.6 10.0 10.0 
20-24 r1

'7
00 100.0 76.4 21.9 1.5 10.0 10.2 

25-34 33,200 100.0 75.4 21.1 3.3 10.3 10.0 
35-49 30'500~ 100.0 64.9 30.9 3.5 10.2 10.6 
5~64 31,600 100.0 58·7 .33.4 5.6 1.6 10.7 
65 and over (22,sao) 100.0 45.8 42.1 9.6 11.5 11.0 

Female 
16-19 (U'@I 100.0 53.9 40.2 4.9 11.0 10.0 
20-24 r7

'5
00 100.0 51,.8 38·7 5.4 1.1.1 10.2 

25-34 35,900 100.0 55.0 .36.7 6.2 2.0 10.1 
35-49 3.3,900 100.0 51.9 .36.2 9.3 2.5 10.2 
5~64 41,sao 100.0 41.7 45.7 8.8 3.6 10.3 
65 and over (39,400) 100.0 33.0 46.4 14·8 4.6 1.3 

Black 
Male 

16-19 

rODI 
100.0 6.3.1 30.6 14.8 11.5 10.0 

20-24 5 ,sao 100.0 62.3 31.7 15.0 11.0 10.0 
25-34 6,700 100.0 59·9 .36.9 13.2 10.0 10.0 
.35-49 6,400 100.0 55·3 34.1 7.7 12.9 10.0 
5~ 4,100 100.0 43.3 42.4 10 • .3 14.0 10.0 
65 and over (l,sao) 100.0 21.6 50.4 118.8 19.2 10.0 

Female 
16-19 (4'sao~ 100.0 42.2 44·0 9.6 14.3 10.0 
20-24 r,2(J() 100.0 .39.6 47;1 9.4 13.9 10.0 
25-34 11,9(0) 100.0 22.0 59.5 12·4 5.2 10.9 
35-49 9,100~ 100.0 16.1 62·7 15.4 5.2 10.6 
5~64 6,000 l00.Ci 20·3 54·7 13.2 11.8 10.0 
65 and over (2,600) 100.0 16.4 57.6 17·4 18.7 10.0 

rvTE: Data based on question llb. Detail. may not add to total because or rounding. Figures in parentheses refer to population in the group. 
1 Estimate , based on zero or on about 10 or rewer sample cases, is statistical.l;r unreliable. 
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Table 12. Neighborhood safety when out alone at night 

(Percent distribution of responses for the population age 16 and over) 

Population characteristic Total Very safe Reasonably safe Somewhat unsafe Very unsafe 

All persons (461,000) 100.0 16.7 37·0 22.8 23·1 
Sex 

Male (202,100) 100.0 26.8 45.6 17·4 9.8 
Female (258,800) 100.0 8.8 30·3 27·0 33.5 

Race 
White f379,4oo) 100.0 17.6 37·2 22.8 21.9 
Black 71'loo~ 100.0 12.0 35.6 22.4 29.7 
other (10,500 100.0 15.1 39.2 25·7 19.9 

Age 

(5
0

,
8001 20.6 16-19 100.0 23.5 38.8 16.9 

20-24 t4
,SOQ 

100.0 22.1 41·7 21.0 15.1 
25-34 89,800 100.0 18.3 41·7 22.1 17.6 
35-49 82,700 100.0 15·8 38.0 23.2 22.6 
50-64 (85,400) 100.0 12.8 33·2 25.4 28.0 
65 and over (67,500) 100.0 8.4 26.8 23.8 39·4 

Victimization experience 
Not victimized (288,800) 100.0 16.1 38.0 22.1 23·2 
Victimized (172,200) 100.0 17·7 35·3 23.9 22.9 

WTE: Data based on question 11a. Detail rrmy not add to total because of rounding. Figures in parentheses refer to population in the group. 
1 Estimate , based on zero or on about 10 or fewer sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 

Not available 

0.5 

0.5 
0.5 

0.5 
10.4 
10.0 

10.1 
10.1 
10.2 

0.5 
0.6 
1.5 

0.7 
).0.2 
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Ta~.~ 13. Neighborhood safety when out alone at night 

(Percent distribution of responses for the population age 16 and over) 

Population characteristic Total Very safe Reasonably safe Somewhat unsafe Very unsafe Not available 

Sex and age 
Male 

16-19 ~22'700~ 100.0 41.2 44.8 9.6 4·4 
20-24 38,200 100.0 34.8 48.3 13.2 3·4 
25-34 ~41,100~ 100.0 30.4 49.0 14.8 5.8 
35-49 38,200 100.0 23.1 48.5 17.0 10·7 
50-64 (36,700) 100.0 18.8 44.5 23.0 13.0 
65 and over (25,200) 100.0 13.0 33.5 27.4 24.7 

Female 
16-19 ~28'100~ 100.0 9.3 34.1 29.4 27.0 
20-24 46,600 100.0 11.7 36.3 27.4 24.6 
25-34 48'700~ 100.0 8.2 35.6 28.3 27.6 
35-49 ~44' 500 100.0 9.4 28.9 28.4 32.9 
50-64 48,700 100.0 8.2 24.6 27.2 39.3 
65 and over (42,300) 100.0 5.7 22.9 21.7 48.1 

Race and age 
White 

16-19 

!U"OOI 
100.0 24·2 38·5 20.7 16.4 

20-24 69,200 100.0 22.9 41.7 21.6 13.6 
25-34 69,100 100.0 20.9 42.5 21.6 14.8 
35-49 64,400 100.0 17.2 39.5 22.2 20.6 
50-64 73,400 100.0 13.5 33.8 26.0 26.0 
65 ,and over (62,200) 100.0 8.9 26.7 23.5 39.3 

Black 
16-19 (8,600) 100.0 21.6 38.8 18.2 21.4 
20-24 (14,0001 100.0 19.6 41.0 18.0 21.3 
25-34 ~18'500 100.0 9.0 39.1 24.3 27.4 
35-49 15,500 100.0 8.9 31.9 25.1 33·4 
50-64 10,100 100.0 8.0 29.3 21.2 40.5 
65 and over (4,400) 100.0 11.3 25.2 29.8 43.7 

1fJ'lE: Data based on question 11a. Detail may not add to total because of rounding. Figures in parentheses refer to population in the group. 
1Estimate, based on zero or on about 10 or fewer sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 

10,0 
10.3 
10.0 
10.6 
10.6 
11.4 

10.2 
10.0 
10.3 
10.4 
10.7 

1.6 

10.1 
10.2 
10.2 
10.5 

0.6 
1.7 

10.0 
10.0 
10.3 
10.7 
11.0 
10.0 



() 

Table 14. Neighborhood safety when out alone at night 

(Percent distribution of responses for the population age 16 and over) 

PopulEtion characteristic Total Very safe Reasonab:J¥ safe Somewhat unsafe Very unsafe Not available 

Race, sex, and. age 
White 

Male 

~it !J::~l 
100.0 , 41.n 44.0 10.2 4.1 10.0 
100.0 34.S 49.1 13.2 2.6 10.4 

25-34 33,200 100.0 32.2 4S.0 14.1 5.7 10.0 
35-49 30,500 100.0 23.7 50.0 15.2 10.4 10.S 
50-64 31,600 100.0 19.6 43.8 23.5 12.5 10.5 
65 and over (22,800) 100.V 13.6 33.2 27·1 24.6 11.5 

Female 

'1>-19 (".6001 100.0 9.8 34·1 29.3 26.5 10.2 
20-24 (37,500 100.0 12.S 35.5 2S.S 23.0 "0.0 
25-34 ~35'900 100.0 10·4 37.5 28·5 23·3 10.3 
35-49 33,900 100.0 11·4 30.2 28., 29.S 10.2 
50-64 41,800 100.0 8.S 26.3 27·9 36.3 10.6 
65 and over (39,400) 100.0 6.1 23.0 21·4 47·7 1.7 

Black 
Male 

16-19 (3,800~ 100.0 41.3 47.6 14.S 16.3 10.0 
20-24 (5,800 100.0 36/~ 40.0 14.7 S.3 10.0 

25-34 t700~ 100.0 21(1 54.1 lS.5 6.2 10.0 
35-49 6,400 100.0 19.'1 43.0 24.5 13·4 10.0 
50-64 4,100 100.0 13.·1 47.6 23.6 14.4 11.3 
65 and over (1,800) 100.0 :1.3.2 32.7 30.8 33.4 10.0 

Female 

'1>-19 r' "'" l 100.0 16.0 31.8 28.9 33.3 10.0 
20-24 8,200 100.0 7·4 41.6 20.4 30.6 10.0 
25-34 11,9(0) 100.0 12.1 30.6 27.5 39.3 10.5 
37-49 9,100~ 100.0 11.S 24.0 25.6 47.5 11.1 
50-64 6,000 100.0 14.4 16.6 19.6 5S.5 10.9 
65 and over (2,600) 100.0 10.0 19.9 29.1 51.0 10.0 

NJ'lE: Data based on question 11a. Detail may not add to total because of rounding. ~es iIl parentheses refer to population in the group. 
1Est1mate, ~sed on zero or on about 10 or fewer sample cases, is statisticall¥ unreliable. 



IV 
~ Table 15. Neighborhood dangerous enough 

to consider moving elsewhere 
(Percent distribution of responses for the population age 16 and over) 

Population characteristic Total Yes No 

All persons (212,300) 100.0 24·7 72.6 

Sex 
Male (55,400) 100.0 30.2 67.1 
Female (156,900) 100.0 22.8 74.6 

Race 
White (170,200) 100.0 24·0 73·4 
Black (37,300) 100.0 29.8 67.1 
other (4,000) 100.0 12.0 85.9 

Age 

(19"°Ol 16-19 100.0 21.6 75.2 
20-24 (30,800 100.0 29.2 68.3 
25-34 P5,800 100.0 29.9 67.0 
35-49 38,000 100.0 25.6 71.2 
50-64 (45,000 100.0 20.6 77.3 
65 and over (42,000) 100.0 22.1 75.5 

Victimization experience 
Not victimized (131,300) 100.0 21.5 75·7 
Victimized (81,000) 100.0 30.0 67.5 

Not available 

2.6 
3·1 

l2.1 

3.2 
2.6 

.3.2 
3.1 
2.1 
2.4 

2.8 
2.5 

NOTE: Data based on question Hc. Detail may not add to total because of rounding. Figures in 
parentheses refer to population in the group. 

lEstimate, based on about 10 or fewer sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 

Table 16. Limitation or change in activities because of fear of crime 

(Percent distribution of responses for the population age 16 and over) 

PeoEle in ~neral PeoEle in neighborhood 
Population characteristic Total Yes No Not available Total Yes No Not available Total Yes 

All persons (,+61,000) 100.0 86.6 12.0 1.5 100.0 64.6 ,30.0 5·4 100.0 45.0 

Sex 
Male (202,100) 100.0 85.9 12.8 1.2 100.0 63·1 32.4 4·5 100.0 33.5 
Female (258,000) 100.0 87.0 11.3 1·7 100.0 65.8 ,~8.0 6.1 100.0 54.0 

Race 
l'lllite P79,4oo ) 100.0 87·4 11.4 1.2 100.0 64.7 30.1 5·3 100.0 44.4 
Black 71,1ool 100.0 84.0 14.0 1.9 100.0 64.9 29.5 5.6 100.0 49.2 
other (10,500 100.0 74.2 17.4 8.4 100.0 61.6 28·4 9.9 100.0 39.9 

Age 
16-19 (50,800) 100.0 81.3 17.4 1.3 100.0 60.2 36.5 3·3 100.0 33.5 
20-24 

(8
4

,
8001 106.0 83.5 16.0 0.6 100.0 57·7 37.2 5·1 100.0 35.4 

25-34 (89,800 100.0 84.5 13.9 1.5 100.0 60.7 33·2 6.2 100.0 39.2 
35-49 (82,700 100.0 88·7 10.0 1.3 100.0 69·4 26.4 4·1 100.0 48.1 
50-64 (85,400 100.0 91.5 6.9 1.6 100.0 71.9 21.6 6,5 100.0 54.7 
65 and over (67,500) 100.0 88.1 9.1 2.8 100.0 66.8 26.5 6.6 100.0 ;;7.5 

Victimization experience 
Not victimized (288)800) 100.0 85.7 12.3 1.9 100.0 63.4 31.1 5·5 100.0 44.6 
Victimized (172,200 100.0 87.9 11.3 0.7 100.0 66.7 28.0 5.2 100.0 45.7 

Personal 
No Not available 

54.5 0.4 

66.1 0·4 
45.5 0.5 

55.2 0·4 
50·4 10.4 
59.6 10.5 

66.3 10.2 
64.6 10.0 
60.3 0.5 
51.5 10.4 
44.8 0.5 
41.5 1.0 

t .• 
, 

54.8 0.5 
54.1 0.3 

NJTE: Dat.a based on questions 16a, 16b, and 16c. Detail may not add to total because of rounding. Figures in parentheses refer to popu1atio~ in the group. 
1Estimate, based on zero or on about 10 or fewer sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 



Table 17. Personal limitation or change in activities 
because of fear of crime 

(Percent distribution of responses for the population age 16 and over) 

Population characteristic Total Yes No Not avalJ.oble 

Sex and age 
M"le 

16-19 ~22.700~ 100.0 18.0 82.0 JO.O 
20-24 38,200 100.0 21.6 78.4 JO.O 
25-34 (41,100) 100.0 28.0 71.8 "0.3 
35-49 p8,2OO~ 100.0 39.0 60.4 "0.6 
50-64 36,700 100.0 42·4 56.8 JO.8 
65 and over (25,200) 100.0 52.9 46.2. ).0.9 

Female 
16-19 

~"'tOOl 
100.0 46.0 53.6 "0.4 

20-24 46,600 100.0 46.7 53.3 "0.0 
25-34 t~'700 100.0 48.6 50.6 10.8 
35-49 44,500 1.00.0 5;.9 43.8 "0·3 
50-64 48,700 100.0 64.0 35;7 "0·3 
65 and over (42.,300) 100.0 60.2. 38.8 1.0 

Race and age 
White 

1~19 r"°01 100.0 33.3 66.6 10.1 
20-24 69, :<00 100.0 35.0 65.0 10.0 
25-34 69.100 100.0 36.5 63.0 JO·5 
35-49 64.400 100.0 47·1 52.4 10·5 
50-64 73,400 100.0 53.5 46.0 10·5 
65 and over (62,200) 100.0 57·4 41.? 0·9 

Black 
'16-19 r,600) 100.0 36.4 63.1 "0.5 
20-24 14,000 100.0 37·4 62.6 10.0 
25-34 18, 500! 100.0 49·7 49.·7 10.6 

'~ 35-49 15,500 100.0 54.4 45.6 "0.0 
50-64, (10,100 100.0 63.2 35.8 "1.0 
65 and over (4,400) 100.0 59.1 39.6 "1.3 

roTE: Data based on question 16c. Detail may not add to total because (If rounding. Figures 
in parentheses refer to population in the group. 

).Estimate, based on zero or on about 10 Or fewer sample cases. is statistically unreliable. 
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Table 18. Personal limitation or change in activities 
because of fear of crime 

(Percent distribution of responses for the population age 16 and over) 

Population characteristic Tota~ Yes No Not availab~e 

'Race, sex, and age 
White 

Male 

16-19 ~18, 5001 20-24 31,700 
25-34 33,200 
35-49 (30,500 
50-64 (31,600 
65 and over (22,800) 

Female 
16-19 (22,600) 
20-24 (37, 500) 
25-34 (35,900) 
35-49 (33,900) 
50-64 (41,800) 
65 and over (39,400) 

Black 
Male 

16-19 (3'8001 20-24 (5,800 
25-34 (6,700 
35-49 (6,400 
50-64 (4,100 
65 and over (1,800) 

Female 

16-
19 14

'800) 20-24 8,200) 
25-34 11,900) 
35-49 9,100) 
50-64 6,000) 
65 and over (2,600) 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

15.8 
20.9 
26.3 
39·5 
41.7 
52.9 

47·5 
47.0 
46.0 
53.9 
62.5 
60.0 

27.2 
25.1 
36.4 
37·9 
48·3 
57.8 

43.6 
46.2 
57.2 
66.0 
73·5 
60.0 

84.2 
79.1 
73.4 
59.7 
57.6 
46.6 

5-2.3 
53.0 
53.3 
45.·1 
37.'3 
38.9 

72.8 
74.9 
63.6 
62.1 
50.5 
39.1 

55.h 
53.8 
41.9 
34. 0 
25.7 
40.0 

10.0 
10.0 
10.3 
~0.8 

10.7 
10.5 

10.2 
10.0 
10·7 
10.3 
10.3 
1.1 

10.0 
10.0 
10.0 
10.0 
11.2 
13.0 

11.0 
10.0 
10.9 
10.0 
10.8 
10.0 

~UTE: Data based on question 16c. Detail may not add to tota~ because of rounding. Figures 
in parentheses refer to population in the group. 

~ Estimate. based on zero or on about 10 or fe~ler sample cases. is statistically unre1iab~e. 



Table 19. Most important reason for selecting present neighborhood 
(Percent distribution of answers by household respondents) 

Always lived in lIeighborhood Safe from Lack of Characteristics Othe- and 
Household characteristilc Total neighborhood characteristics Good schools crime choice Right price Lo~ation of house 

All households (114,500) 100.0 7·0 10.5 0.8 1,.2 14·2 10.8 37.7 

Race 
White t7'9OO~ 100.0 7.6 10.1 1.0 4.1 10.6 11.5 40.9 
Black 23.600 100.0 1..9 11.5 10.4 4·4 27·3 9.1 25.4 
other 3,100) 100.0 \4·3 15·1. 10.0 '3·0 14.2 13.0 41.3 

Annual .family income 
19.6 Less than $),000 (25,100) 100.0 3.8 7·7 1.8 4·0 !h9 43.1 

$3.000-$7.499 (30.3oo~ 100.0 6.9 11.4 10.3 4·9 17.1 13.2 ;32.9 
$7,500-$9,999 (11,000 100.0 8.4 8.6 11.3 1;3.6 9.2 11.0 43.3 
$10,000-$14.999 (17,000) 100,0 7·7 12·3 10.2 2·7 9.4 13·6 38.1 
$15,000-$24,999 (9,900) 100.0 9.1 10.8 10.8 13·1 4.8 1;3.0 40.4 
$25,000 or more (2,600) 100.0 16.5 22.5 11.6 16.3 13.3 10.0 37.1 
Not available (18, BOO) 100.0 8.6 10·7 10.5 5.0 15.7 6.9 33.3 

Victimization experience 
4·3 14·5 37.4 Not victimized (65)600) 100.0 7.2 9·3 0.9 9.8 

Victimized (1.8,900 100.0 6.6 12.1 10.7 4·0 13·7 12.1 38.0 

IDTE: Data based on question 20. Detail may not add to total because of rounding. Figures in parentheses refer to households in the group. 
lEstimate, based on zero Or on about 10 or .fewer sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 

Table 20. Most important reason for leaving former residence 

(Percent distribution of answers by household respondents) 

Characteristics Wanted better Wanted cheaper 
Influx 
of bad 

7.8 

7.2 
10.2 
17.5 

1..1 
8.4 
8.0 
8.8 
9.3 

111.4 
9.5 

8.0 
7.6 

Household characteristic Total Location of house house house 

Living 
arrangements 

Forced out changed elements Crime 

All households (1;tJ.,500) 

Race 
White t87, 9(0) 
Black 23,600) 
Other 3, 100) 

Annual .family incor"" 
Less than s:5,{)()O (25,100) 
$3.000-$7,499 (30.300) 
S7 • 500-$9, 999 (11,000) 
$10,000-$14,999 fl7,ooo) 
$15,000-$24,999 9,900) 
$25,000 or more 2,6(0) 
Not available (18,800) 

Victimization experience 
Not victimized (65 \ 600) 
Victimized (48,900, 

100.0 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

100.0 
100.0 

43., 
20.9 
19.9 
19." 
20·7 
32·3 
20.0 

11.8 

10.9 
14·9 
12·9 

6.0 
12.6 
12·3 
15.2 
15.1 
11·3 
13.1 

11.5 

8.8 
10·7 
12.3 
15.7 
17-7 

111.4 
9.0 

6.5 
7·6 
6·7 
5.8 

12.6 
11.6 
4·5 

6.3 
5·5 

7.8 
10.4 
7.1 
6.4 

'3·1 
16.5 
11.2 

8.8 
7·7 

17.5 

13·2 
15.6 
22.5 
20.4 
21.2 
24.1 
18.0 

16.0 
19.5 

1.4 

1.8 
1-0.2 
10.0 

10.9 
11.3 
10.9 
12.1 
10.4 
11.6 

2.3 

1.7 
1.0 

IDTE: Data based on question 4a. Detail may not add to total because of rounding. Figures in parentheses refer to households in the group. 
lEstimate, based on zero Or on about 10 or fewer sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 

5·0 

3.5 
6.4 
4·7 
3·8 
5.8 

10.0 
6.3 

not avalla ble 

7.1 

7·0 
6.9 

111·4 

7·0 
4.9 
6.6 
7·1 
8.8 

111.4 
9·7 

8.4 
5·3 

OtheY 

Neighborhood and not 
characteristics available 

4·3 
6.0 

'3.0 

2.7 
6.1 
1..9 
4.0 
6.3 

11.6 
1..8. 

4·3 
5.1 

8·3 

8.1 
8.4 

13.0 

7·1 
8.3 
8.9 
7·2 
7·0 

19.6 
to. 7 

10.0 
5.9 



Household characteristic 

All households (86.500) 
Race 

White (69.700) 
Black ~15.400) 
Other 1.400) 

Annual family income 
Less than $3,000 (16.700) 
$3.000-$7.499 ~22,2(0) 
$7.500-$9.999 8.500) 
$10,000-$14.999 ~13,600) 
$15,000-$24.999 s,ooo~ 
$25.000 or more 3.200 
Not available {14, 500) 

Victimization experience 
Not victimized {46,700, 
Victimized {39, 800) 

· Table 21. Whether or not there are undesirable 
neighborhood characteristics 

(Percent distribution of answers by ~ousehold respondents) 

Household character~stic Total Yes No Not available 

All households (208,300) 100.0 41.5 58.0 0·4 
Race 

White r69
•
900

) 
100.0 41.2 58.4 0.4 

Black 35,300) 100.0 43.6 55.5 10.S 
other 4,100) 100.0 35.0 63.8 11.0 

Annual family income 
53.6 Less than $3,000 (36,100) 100.0 46.2 10.1 

$3,000-$7,499 ~54,200~ 100.0 40.9 59.8 '0.3 
$7,500-$9,999 18,600 100.0 45.5 54.4 '0.0 
$10,000-$14,999 ~33'400~ 100.0 40.6 59.2 10.2 
$15,000-$24,999 18,500 100.0 43.3 56.3 10.4 
$25,000 or more (5,700) 100.0 55.5 44.4 10.0 
Not available (41,900) 100.0 34.6 64.0 1·4 

Victimization experience 
64.2 Not victimized (132,500) 100.0 35.2 0.5 

Victimized (75,8OO) 100.0 52.5 47·1 10.4 

lllTE: IBta based on question 5a. Detail may not add to total because of rounding. Figures 
in parentheses refer to households in the group. 

'Estimate, based on zero or on .. bout 10 or fewer sample cases. is stAtisticalJ.y unreliAble. 

Table 22. Mos,t important neighborhood problem 
(Percent distribution of answers by household respondents) 

Environmental Public Inadequate Influx of 
Total Traffic, parking problems Crime transportation schools, shopping bad elements 

100.0 9.3 30.6 27.6 1.2 3.0 4.6 

100.0 10.8 29·4 28·3 1.4 1.8 5.0 
100.0 2.9 35.1 25.2 '0.6 8.4 3·2 
100.0 '2.8 40.6 '18.9 10.0 16.3 '0.0 

100.0 5·8 30.2 35.1 -0.8 2.7 3.4 
100.0 6·3 32·4 26.6 11.6 4.6 :;.6 
100.0 12.0 27.2 22.1 11.2 12.8 7.4 
100.0 12·3 28.0 28.0 11.7 12.0 4·4 
100.0 12.7 34.7 22·3 11.1 12.6 '3.7 
100.0 20.1 28.1 25.2 10.0 11.4 14.0 
100.0 9.2 31.1 26.7 11.0 2.8 6.6 

100.0 9.5 32.9 24.3 1.0 3.5 4.5 
100.0 9.0 28.0 31.5 1.5 2.5 4.7 

Problems with 
neighbors 

13.7 

13.5 
14.4 

'15.4 

12.2 
14.6 
15.7 
15;9 
12.0 
19.3 
12.6 

15.0 
12.2 

lllTE: Data based on question 5a. Detail may not add to total because of rounding. Figures in parentheses refer to households in the group. 
lEstimate. based on zero or on about 10 or fewer sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 

Other and 
not available 

10.0 

9.8 
10.1 

116.1 

9.8 
10.2 
11.4 
7.8 

10.8 
112.0 

10.1 

9.4 
10.6 



Table 23. Whether or not maior foqd shopping 
done in the neighborhood 

(Percent distribution of answers by household ~espondents) 

Household characteristic Total Yes No Net available 

All households (208.300) 100.0 76.8 22.6 O.f., 
Race 

White ~16$.900) 100.0 78.6 20.8 0.6 
Black 35.300) 100.0 67.6 31.7 "0.7 
Other 4.100) 100.0 80.8 17·0 "2.2 

Annual family income 
Less than $3,000 (36,100) 100.0 69.7 28,<] 1.4 
$3.000-$7.499 ~54'2OO~ 100.0 80.3 19.6 "0.1 
$7.500-$9.999 18.600 100.0 75.9 23·7 "0.5 
$10,000-$14, 999 ~33,4oo) 100.0 77.6 22.2 "0.3 
$15.000-$24.999 ,18.500) 100.0 77.8 21.5 "0.7 
$25.000 or more (5.700) 100.0 74.1 25.9 "0.0 
Not available (41,900) 100.0 78.1 20.9 1.0 

Victimization experience 
Not victimized (132.500) 100.0 78.9 20.6 0.5 
Victimized (75,BOO) 100.0 73.1 26.1 0.8 

WTE: J?ata based on question 6a. Detail may not add to total because of rounding. Figures 
.1n parentheses refer to households in the group. 

"Est~te, based on zero Or on about 10 or fewer sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 

Table 24. Most important reason for not doing maior food shopping in the neighborhood 

(Percent distribution Of answers by household respondents) 

Household characteristic Tot"l No neighborhood stores Inadequate stores High prices Crime 

All households (47,000) 100.0 24.1 30.6 20.1 2.1 
Race 

White (35,200~ 100.0 22.0 30·4 18.0 2.8 
Black (11.200 100.0 30.9 29.4 26.8 10.4 
Other (700) 100.0 "18.8 "56.5 "18.8 10.0 

Annual family income 
14.6 Less than $3,000 (10,400) 100.0 16.0 15·5 "0.0 

$3,000-$7,499 ~10.6oo) 100.0 22.1 33·7 25.5 11.6 
$7.500-$9.999 4,400) 100.0 29.6 33·0 23·9 12.3 
$10,000-$14.999 ~7'4oo~ 100.0 30.4 37.2 17·5 5.5 
$15,000-$24,999 4,000 100.0 26.3 36.1 22.7 "3.3 
$25,000 or more (1,500) 100.0 20.1 42.8 28.5 "0.0 
Not available (6,BOO) 100.0 29·5 32.6 16.8 "2.2 

Victimization experience 
Not victimized (27)200) 100.0 25·0 30.8 17·9 2·4 
Victimized (19,800 100.0 22.8 30.3 23.~ "1.8 

NOTE: Data based on question 6a. Detail my not add to total because of rounding. Figures in parentheses refer to househol"ds in the group. 
1Estimate, based on zero or on about 10 or fewer sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 

Not available 

23.0 

26.7 
12.4 
15.8 

53.9 
16.9 
11.2 
9.3 

11.6 
"8.6 
18.9 

23.9 
21.8 



w o 

Table 25. Preferred location fOI general merchandise shopping 
(Percent distribution of answers ryy household respondents) 

51 hL~rban or 
Household characteristic Total nt ~&hborhood Downtown Not available 

All househOlds (208,300) 100.0 44·5 51.6 
" Race' 

White t68 ,9OQ) 100.0 1~6.9 49.6 
Black 35,3~) 100.0 36.0 58.1 
other 4,100 100.0 1a.8 75.9 

Annual family income 
Less than $3,000 (36,100) 100.0 42.9 53.5 
$3,000-$7,499 ~54,200~ 100.0 43.6 52.9 
$7,;00-$9,999 18,600 100.0 46.3 51.7 
$10,000-$14,999 ~33'400~ 100.0 45.9 49.6 
$15,000-$24,999 18,500 100.0 48.2 49.9 
$25,000 or more 5,700) 100.0 34·1 62.2 
Not available (41,9OO) 100.0 4;.0 49.2 

Victimization experience 
_ . Not victimized (132,500) 100,0 44.2 52.0 

Victimized (75,8OO) 100~0 45.0 50.9 

OOiE: Data based on question 7a. Detail may not add to total because of rounding. Figures 
in parentheses refer to households in the group. 

1 Estimate, based on about 10 or fewer sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 
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Table 26. Most important reason for usually doing general merchandise shopping 
in the suburbs (or neighborhood) or downtown 

(Percent distrlhution of answers by household respondents) 

Type of shopper and Better Fetter More Better selection, Crime in Better Prefer stores, Other and' 
household characteristic Total parking transportation convenie"nt mare stores other location store hours Better prices location, etc. not available 

Suburban (or neighborhood) 
shoppers 

All households (92,700) 100.0 6.6 ~.6 50.7 8.7 4.1 0.6 10.0 8.8 6.8 
Race 

White ~79'200) 100.0 6.9 4·0 51.4 8.6 4.3 0.7 8.8 8.6 6.8 
Black 12.700) 100.0 4.2 "1.5 46.2 9.1 3.2 10.3 17.8 10.3 7·4 
other BOO) 100.0 "12.2 "0.0 57.9 12·3 "0.0 "0.0 "11.6 16.0 "0.0 

Annual family income 
less than $3,000 (15.500) 100.0 "2.2 4·3 53.5 8.2 "2.1 "0.3 13.1 10.4 5.8 
$3.000-$7.499 ~23.600) 100.0 5·3 3·2 56.6 8.0 3.3 10.6 10.9 6.6 5.5 
$7 • 500-$9,999 8. 600 ) 100.0 "4.5 "3·4 48.0 9.0 "3.3 "0.6 13.2 12.4 5.6 
$10.000-$14,999 t 15.300) 100.0 8.8 3·0 48.9 10.6 7.4 "0.3 , 8.3 8.2 4.4 
$15.000-$24.999 8.900) 100.0 12.2 "2.4 44.6 11.3 4.4 "1.9 7·3 10.9 4.8 
$25.000 or more (2.000) 100.0 "17.5 "2.2 56.5 16.6 "2.1 "0.0 "4.3 "8.5 "2.1 
Not available (18. BOO) 100.0 7.1 4·9 46.2 7.1 4.5 10.8 8.3 8.0 13.2 

Victimization experience 
Not victimized (58) 500) 100.0 6·4 3·8 52.6 8.4 4.3 "0.6 8.6 8·7 6.6 
Victimized (34,100 ," 100.0 6.9 3.3 47.5 9.1 3.8 "0.8 12.6 8.9 7.2 

Downtown shoppers 

All households (107.500) 100.0 "0.1 7·2 31.9 34.7 "0.3 0.7 12.3 9.2 3.6 
Race 

White ~83.900~ 100.0 "0.1 7.9 33.4 35·0 "0.3 0.7 10.3 9.1 3.2 
Black aJ.500 100.0 10.2 5.1 23.0 ·34·6 "0.0 10.6 21.2 10.4 4.9 
other (3,100) 100.0 10.0 "4.3 50.7 28.8 10.0 "1.5 "7.5 "2.9 "4.3 

Annual family income 
less than $3.000 (19.300) 100.0 10.0 8.3 32.6 3a.6 "0.8 "0.7 13·3 10.0 3.7 
$3.000-$7,499 ?8.700) 100.0 10.0 7.5 29.9 34·2 10.2 10.6 16.0. 8.1 3.5 
$7 • 500-$9, 999 9. 600) 100.0 10.5 7.2 29.5 40.0 10.0 "0.0 11.1 8.1 "3.5 
$10.000-$14.999 p6.5OO) 100.0 10.0 7.4 35.2 37.2 "0.5 "1.1 8.9 8.4 "1.1 
$15.000-$24.999 9.200) 100.0 "1.0 6.5 33.4 34.7 10.0 10.4 8.6 12.7 "2.8 
$25.000 or more (3.600) 100.0 10.0 "4.8 49.8 34.5 10.0 10.0 "7.2 "2.5 "1.1 
Not available (aJ.600) 100.0 10.0 6.5 28.8 35·1 10.0 1.2 11.9 10.4 6.2 

Victimization experience 
t:ot victimized ( 68 i 900) 100.0 10.1 6.7 31.8 34·1 "0.3 1.0 12.5 9.7 3·7 
Victimized (38.600 100.0 10.1 8.3 32.1 35.9 10.2 10.2 11.8 8.2 3.2 

MlTE: Data based on question 7b. Detail may not add to total because of 'rounding. Figures in parentheses refer to hOUsehOlds in the group. 
"FBt1mate. based on zero or on about 10 or fewer sample CBses, is statistically unreliable. 



Table 27. Change in the frequency with which persons 
went out for evening entertainment 

(Percent distribution of responses for the population age 16 and over) 

Population characteristic 

All persons (461,000) 
Sex 

Male (202,100) 
Female (258,800) 

Race 
White 
Black 
Other 

(379,400) 
(71,100) 
(10,500) 

Age 
16-19 (50,800l 
20-24 (84,800 
25-34 (89,800 
35-49 (82,700) 
50-64 (85,400) 
65 and over (67,500) 

Victimization experience 
Not victimized (288 ~ 800 ) 
Victimized (172,200) 

Total 

100.0 

100.0 
100.0 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
1/).').0 

100.0 
100.0 

More 

16.1 

17·0 
12.0 
13.9 

42.6 
27.4 
16.9 
8.2 
6.4 
3.1 

13.2 
21.0 

Same 

51.0 

52.1 
50.2 

51.3 
49.3 
51.2 

35·4 
38.6 
46.2 
60.2 
60.9 
60.8 

55.4 
43.6 

Less 

32.6' 

30.6 
34·2 

31.6 
38.2 
34·4 

22.0 
33.8 
36.6 
31.1 
32.5 
36.0 

31.1 
35.2 

Not available 

0.2 

0.3 
0.2 

0.2 
0.6 

10.6 

10.1 
10.2 
10.2 

0.5 
10.2 
10.2 

NOTE: Data based on question 8b. Detail may not add to total because of rounding. Figures 
in parentheses refer to population in the group. 

1Estimate, based on about 10 Or fewer sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 



Table 28. Most important reason for increasing or decreasing the frequency 
with which persons went out for evening entertainment 

(Percent distribution of responses for the population age 16 and over) 

Type of change in frequency Places to Own Transpor- Activities, Want to, Other and not 
and population characteristic Total Money go, etc. Convenience health tation Age FamilY etc. Crime etc. available 

Persons going out mOre often 

All persons (74,300) 100.0 13·4 26.9 5.5 0.6 2.9 8.9 11.0 6.3 '0.4 16.3 7·7 
Sex 

Male (34,400) 100.0 15·3 22.8 5·6 . 1.0.2 3·3 10.1 8.0 8.5 '0.2 17.1 B.9 
Female (39,900) 100.0 11.8 30·5 5·4 ~0.9 2.5 7.8 13.6 4.5 '(J.T 15·7 6·7 

Race 
White t4,300) 100.0 14·2 27·3 6.0 0.6 2.9 8.2 10.6 6.7 '0.4 15.2 B.O 
Black 8,500) 100.0 9.3 20.6 '1-9 '0.0 '3·2 14·1 14.6 4.8 '0.6 24.4 6.7 
Other 1,500) 100.0 '3·4 47.6 '4.3 1.0.0 '0.0 '7·9 111.6 '0.0 13.5 121.8 10.0 

Age 
(21,600~ 16-19 100.0 8·3 30.2 3·8 1.0.0 3·7 25.3 2.0 6.0 "0.2 12.6 7·B 

20--24 (23,200 100.0 15·3 30.2 7·4 "0.0 3·2 4·4 5.2 5·B 10.4 20.1 B.l 
25-34 (15,200 100.0 21.5 25·7 6.B '0.0 11.4 "0.3 12.6 B.3 10.0 17·3 5·9 
35-49 (6.700) 100.0 11.8 18·7 "1.6 "0.9 "1.7 "0.8 34·7 7.6 10.0 13.7 8.4 
50-64 (5.500) 100.0 9.1 16.1 16.0 1.1.0 14.0 '0.0 34.2 14.1 12.1 16.2 17·1 
65 and over (2,100) 100.0 1.2.8 20·7 '2.9 14·6 "2.9 1.0.0 20.9 1.3·1 13.0 114·8 1.14.6 

Victimization experience 
Not victimized (3B)100) 100.0 11.4 25.9 4·5 '0.9 3.3 9·0 11·4 7·4 10.6 17-6 B.1 
Victimized (36,200 100.0 15·5 28.1 6.5 10.2 2.5 8.7 10·7 5·2 '0·3 15.0 7·3 

Persons going out less often 

All persons (150,500) 100.0 25·6 5·4 0,,9 5·5 1.8 6.7 14·5 11.5 13.1 7·4 7·5 
Sex 

Male (61,800) 100.0 30.1 4·4 0.9 4·4 1.3 8"2 11.4 15.8 7·5 S·4 7.7 
Female (88,600) 100.0 22·4 6.1 0.9 6.4 2.2 5·7 16·7 8.6 17.0 6.7 7.4 

Race 
White (119,700) 100.0 26·4 5·3 0.8 5.6 2.0 7.6 14·5 11.5 12.8 6.1 7.3 
Black ~27,200) 100.0 22.6 5·4 '1.2 5.0 11.4 2.9 14.6 11.1 15.1 11.9 8.8 
Other 3,600) 100.0 22.0 '5·8 '0.0 '7.5 '0.0 "5·9 14·2 15·1 '9.0 16.0 14.6 

Age 
1(r.19 (11,200) 100.0 IB.O 10.2 '0.5 '0.5 13.0 1.1 10.3 29·5 8.1 9.8 9.0 
20-24 (28,700) 100.0 30.8 9.8 '0.8 '0.2 '1.4 10·4 19.8 19.0 4.9 6.9 6.1 
25-34 (32,900) 100.0 32·4 5·5 10.9 11.0 1.5 1.5 22.5 13.1 5·0 9.6 7.0 
35-49 (25.800) 100.0 32.1 3·5 '1.3 5.1 2.2 3·7 14.8 10.2 13·2 8.0 5.9 
50-64 (27,700) 100.0 22.8 3·2 10.6 7.5 2.4 8·4 8.7 5.0 24.2 8.3 8.9 
65 and over (24.300) 100.0 10.0 2.2 11.0 18·5 "1.3 24·9 5.9 '1.3 23·5 2.2 9·3 

Victimization experience 
Not victimized (89.800) 100.0 24·0 4·9 0.9 7.2 2.2 8.8 15.3 9.8 13·5 6.7 6.7 
Victimized (60,600) 100.0 28.0 6.1 O.S 3.1 1.3 3·5 13.4 14.0 12·7 8·4 8.7 

NOTE: Data based on question 8b. Detail may not add to total because of rounding. Figures in parentheses refe: to population in the group. 
'Estimate, based on zero Or on about 10 or fewer sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 
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Table 29. Places usually visited for evening entertainment 

(Percent distribution of responses for the population age 16 and over) 

Population characteristic Total Inside city Outside city About equal 

All persons (312,300) 100.0 63.4 23.1 13·3 
Sex 

Male (148,400) 100.0 63.4 23.2 13·3 
Female (164,000) 100.0 63.4 23.1 13.4 

Race 
White (262,600) 100.0 60.6 26.0 13.2 
Black (44,500) 100.0 77.7 7.2 15.0 
other (5,200) 100.0 80.4 13·2 "6.4 

Age 
(44,800~ 16-19 100.0 74·4 14.7 10.4 

20-24 (76,200 100.0 71.3 16.0 12·7 
25-34 (72'2oo~ 100.0 67.0 19·5 13.5 
35-49 (53,400 100.0 55.6 30.6 13.8 
50-64 (47,100 100.0 47.9 35.7 16.3 
65 and over (18,600) 100.0 52.6 33.6 13·8 

Victimization experience 
not victimized (178)800) 100.0 62.2 24·3 13·4 
Victimized (135,500 100.0 65.0 21.6 13.3 

NOTE: Data based on question 8d. Detail may not add to total because of rounding. .Figures in parentheses refer to population in the group. 
" Estimate , based on zerO or on about 10 or fe,ler sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 

Not available 

"0.1 

"0.1 
"0.1 

"0.1 
"0.0 
"0.0 

"0.5 
10.0 
"0.1 
"0.0 
"0.1 
10.0 

10.1 
"0.1 



Table 30. Most important reason for usually seeking evening entertainment inside or outside the city 

(Percent distribution of responses for the population age 16 and over) 

Type of place and popu-. Convenience, Parking, Crime in More Prefer other area Friends, Other and 
lation characteristic Total etc. traffic ot.her place to do facilities more expensive relatives no~ available 

Persons entertained . side city 
All persons (198,000) 100.0 56.4 0.4 0·3 13·2 18.4 0.9 7.9 2.7 

Sex 
Male (94.000) 100.0 56·h 0.4 ~0.2 13·6 18.2 1.2 7·0 3.1 
Female (104,000) 100.0 55.9 0.4 0·5 12.8 18·7 0.6 8·7 2.4 

Race 
White (159,300) 100.0 55.6 0.3 0.3 13·4 19·7 0.4 7·5 2.8 
Black (34,600) 100.0 56.5 ~0·7 ~0.5 12.6 14·2 3.2 9.8 2.5 
other (4,200) 100.0 76.0 ~O.O ~O.O "9.1 ~5.1 ~1.2 ~5.8 ~2.8 

Age 
16-19 

(".
400

1 
100.0 60.5 "0·3 "0.2 14.5 13,2 "0.7 8.2 2.4 

20-24 r4
.3

0
0 

100.0 55.8 "0·3 "0.3 17.6 17.3 "0.6 5.9 2.1 
25-34 48.400 100.0 52·4 "0.6 ~0.1 13.5 23.4 10·5 7.0 2·5 
35-49 29,700 100.0 55.1 ~O.O "0·4 11.1 18.8 2.1 9.2 3.3 
50-64 22.500 100.0 59·3 "0.7 "1.0 6.7 17.6 "1.2,. 9.7 3.7 
65 and over (9,800) 100.0 58.4 10.0 ~0.6 "3·7 18.6 10.0 14.4 4·3 

Victimization experience 
Not victjmized (111,200) 100.0 56.3 0·4 0·5 12·3 17.5 1.1 9.1 2.8 
Victimized (86.800) 100.0 56.0 "0·4 "0.2 14.3 19.6 0.6 6.3 2.5 

Persons entertained outside city 
All persons (72.300) 100.0 26.6 13.2 10.6 4.L. 26.0 2.5 11.7 5.0 

Sex 
Male (34.400) 100.0 27.3 15.1 9.3 4.1 25.6 2.5 9.8 6.2 
Female (37,900) 100.0 25.9 11.4 11.9 4.6 26.4 2.5 13.5 3.9 

Race 
White ~6S.400) 100.0 27.3 13.6 11.0 4.2 25·3 2.5 11.5 4.5 
Black 3,200) 100.0 15.6 "3·1 l'5.1 "10.1 35.2 "1.5 15.8 13.7 
Other 700) 100.0 "0.0 ).16.1 "0.0 10.0 "53.7 "0.0 "14.4 "16.2 

Age 
~6.600) 16-19 100.0 28.9 "2.7 9.5 "5.9 22.7 11.7 20.9 7·7 

20-24- 12,200) 100.0 26.5 10·3 3·7 6.5 28.5 3·3 15·4 5.9 
25-34 (14, lOO) 100.0 23.0 16.8 9.5 4.5 28.9 "2.4 11.1 3.8 
35-49 (16,300~ 100.0 29.8 12·7 13·3 5.2 25.9 3·8 6.2 3·1 
50-64 (16,800 100.0 25.4 16.5 14.2 2.6 25.7 "1.9 7.7 5.9 
65 and over (6,200) 100.0 27. 0 14·3 11·3 "1.0 19.1 10.0 21.6 15.6 

Victimization experience 
Not victimized (43;400) 100.0 28·7 12.7 11.1 5.4 22.9 2.3 12.0 4.9 
Victimized (28,900 100.0 23.4 14·0 9.9 2.9 30.7 2.7 11.3 5.3 

NOTE: . Data based on question 8e. Detail may not add to total because of rounding. Figures in parentheses refer to population in the group. 
"Estimate. based on zero or on about 10 or fewer sample ca~es. is statistically unreliable. 
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Table 31. Opinion about local police performance 

(Percent distribution of responses for the population age 16 and over) -----------------------------
Population characteristic Total Good Average Poor Don't know Not available 

All persOns (461,000) 100.0 34.8 40.6 17-4 6.8 0.4 

Sex 
/olale (202,100) 100.0 33·8 41.5 19.0 5·4 0.3 
Female (258,800) 100.0 35.6 39.9 16.2 7.9 0.5 

Race 
White P79,4(0) 100.0 38.1 40·4 14·6 6.4 0.4 
Black 71,100~ 100.0 18.0 41.4 32.2 7.8 1 0.4 
other (10,500 100.0 28.2 43.9 16.7 11.2 10.0 

Age 

~50'8OO~ 16-19 100.0 21.6 49·4 23·4 5.5 10.1 
2{}-24 84,800 100.0 23·5 47·1 21.8 . 7·1 10.5 
25-34 89,800 100.0 26.2 43.9 23.2 6.4 1 0.1 
35-49 (82,700) 100.0 36.4 40.2 17·4 5·4 0.6 
5{}-64 (85,400) 1oo.(J 46.1 36.4 10·3 6.6 0.6 
65 and over (67,500) 100.0 54.0 27·4 8·4 9.5 10.5 

Victimization experience 
Not victimized (288,800) 100.0 38·7 38.8 14.1 7.9 0.4 
Victimized (172,200) 100.0 28.2 43.6 23.0 4.9 0.3 

MlTE: Data based on'question 14a. Detail may not add to ~otal because of rounding. Figures in parentheses refer' to population in the group. 
1Estimate. based on zero or on about 10 or fewer sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 



Table 32. Opinion about local police performance 

(Percent distribution of responses for the population age 16 and over) 

Population characteristic Total Good Average Poor Don't know Not available 

Sex and age 
Male 

'6-19 (Zl, ""I 100.0 21.6 48.4 25.4 4.5 10.0 
20-24 (38,200 100.0 22.0 49.8 22·3 5·7 10.1 
25-34 t1,loo 100.0 26.3 42.7 25.1 ;·7 10.1 
35-49 38,200 100.0 38.0 38.5 17-7 5·1 10.8 
50-64 36,700 100.0 47.6 36'.1 10·7 5.3 10.3 
65 and over (25.200) 100.0 48.6 33.5 12.0 5·5 10.5 

Female 
16-19 (28,100) 100.0 21.6 50.1 21.8 6.2 10.2 
20-24 (46,600) 100.0 24·8 44·9 21.4 8.2 10.7 
25-34 ~48, 700 ~ 100.0 26.2 45.0 21.6 7·1 10.1 
35-49 44,500 100.0 35.0 41.6 17.1 5·8 ~0.5 
50-64 (48,700 100.0 44·9 36.6 10.1 7.6 ~0.8 

65 and over (42,300) 100.0 57·2 23·8 6.3 12.0 ~0.6 

Race and age 
White 

16-19 t1,lOOl 100.0 24,8 50.9 19.2 4·9 10.1 
20-24 69,200 100.0 26.0 48.5 18.5 6.5 "0·5 
25-34 69,100 100.0 30.3 43.6 20·4 5.6 ~0.1 

35-49 (64,400 100.0 39.8 40·4 14·2 5.0 "0.5 
50-64 (73.400) 100.0 48.1 35·5 9.0 6.7 0.6 
65 and over (62,200) 100.0 55.5 26.5 7·9 9·5 1.0.6 

Black 
16-19 (8,600) 100.0 6.5 40.0 44·8 8.7 "0.0 
20-24 (14,000) 100,0 11.8 40.9 37·8 9.1 10.4 
25-34 (18'5oo~ 100.\:) 12.3 45·3 34·1 8.0 10.3 
35-49 (15,;00 100.0 22·7 40.0 29·7 6.4 11.1 
50-64 (10,100 100.0 32.4 40.8 20.2 6.0 "0.5 
65 and over (4.400) 100.0 34.9 37·0 17·8 10.2 10.0 

NOTE, Data based on question 14&. Detail may not add to total because of rounding. Figures in parentheses refer to population in the group. 
1Estiwate, based on zero or on about 10 or fewer sample cases. is statistically unreliable. 



Table 33. Opinion about local police performance 

(Percent distribution of responses for the population age 16 and over) 

Population characteristic Total Good Average Poor Don't know Not available 

Race, sex, and age 100 
White 

Male 
16-19 

1
18

•

500

1 
100.0 25.6 49·7 20.8 4·0 "0.0 

20-24 31,700 100.0 23.8 51.3 18.7 5.9 10.2 
25-34 33,200 100.0 29·5 1,2.9 22.8 4.7 10.2 
35-49 po, 500 100.0 41.2 37.5 15.7 5.0 10.6 
50-64 31,600 100.0 49.1 35.6 9.5 5.4 "0.4 
65 and over (22,800) 100.0 50.3 32·7 11.2 5·3 "0.5 

Female 

1&-19 !".600 100.0 24·3 51.8 17.9 5.7 "0.3 
'" 20-24 37,500 100.0 27.9 46.0 18·4 7.0 "0.8 

25-34 35,900 100.0 31.1 44.2 18.2 6.5 "0.0 
35-49 33,900 100.0 38.5 43.1 12.8 5.1 "0.5 
50-64 41,800 100.0 47·4 35.5 8·7 7·7 "0.8 
65 and over (39,4oo) 100.0 58.6 23·0 6.0 11.9 "0.6 

t::: Black 
Male 

16-19 

rODI 
100.0 3.2 39.8 49.4 "7.6 "0.0 

20-24 5,800 100.0 12.5 41.8 41·4 "4.2 "0.0 
25-34 6,700 100.0 12·4 42.4 36.9 8.3 10.0 
35-49 6,400 100.0 23.9 44.5 26.0 "3.6 ;12.0 
50-64 (4,loo 100.0 35.9 39.3 19.6 "5.2 10.0 
65 and over (1,8OO) 100.0 33.0 35.9 24·9 "6.1 10.0 

Female 
16-19 t800~ 100.0 9.2 40.1 41.2 9.5 "0.0 
20-24 8,200 100.0 11.3 40.2 35.3 12.6 "0.6 
25-34 11,9(0) 100.0 12.3 46.9 32.5 7.9 "0.5 
35-49 {9,loo~ 100.0 21.9 36.8 32.3 8.4 ,10.6 
50-64 {6,000 100.0 30.0 41.9 20.7 "6.5 ],0.9 
65 and over (2,600) 100.0 36.3 37·7 "12.8 ],13.2 "0.0 

IDTE: Data based on question 14a. Detail may not add to total because of rounding. Figures in parentheses refer to population in the group. 
1 Estimate , based on zero or on about 10 or fewer ,sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 
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Table 34. Whether or not local police performance 
needs imorovement 

(Percent distribution of responses for the population age 16 and over) 

Population character·istic Total Yes No Not available 

All persons (427,800) 

Sex 
Male (190,700) 
Female ;!')7 , 200 ) 

Race 
White ~353'3OO) 
Black 65,200) 
Other 9,400) 

Age 

16-19 (47''''''l 20-24 F8,4oo 
25-34 83,900 
35-49 ~77, 700 
50-64 79,200 
65 and over (60,700) 

Victimization experience 
Not victimized (264)600) 
Victimized (163,200 

100.0 87·0 

100.0 87·2 
100.0 86.9 

100.0 86.6 
100.0 89.5 
100.0 86.5 

100.0 89.9 
100.0 90.0 
100.0 91.1 
100.0 87·0 
100.0 82·3 
100.0 81.6 

100.0 85.6 
100.0 89.4 

10.5 

10.1 
10.8 

11.2 
6.3 

12.8 

7·5 
7·3 
6.1 

10.0 
15.2 
17.6 

12·5 
7·2 

2.5 

2.2 
4.2 

"0.6 

2.6 
2.8 
2.8 
3.1 
2.6 
0.8 

NOTE: Data based on question 14b. Detail may not add to total because of rounding. Figures 
in parentt~5es refer to population in the group. 

lEstimate, based on about 10 or fewer sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 

Table 35. Most important measure for improving local police performance 

(Percent distribution of responses for the pop.llation age 16 ami over) 

Sex Race ~e 
All 65 and 
persons Male Female White Black Other 16-19 20-24 25-34 35-49 50-64 over 

Most important measure <:m,ooo) (142,400) (170,500) (257,800) (49,200) (6,000) (35,400) (58,600) (65,500) (58,000) (56,900) (38,600) 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Personnel· resources 

Total 22.8 24.4 21.4 23.7 16.5 33.3 19.1 20.8 19.6 23.8 27.1 26.7 
More police 18.8 19.3 18.4 19.6 12.9 32.4 16.4 15.1 14.4 19.3 24.6 24.8 
Better training 4.0 5.2 3.0 4.1 3.6 10.8 2.7 5.7 5.1 4.6 2.4 2.0 

Operational. practices 
Total 62.4 59.1 65.2 6.3.2 60.0 50.1 59.4 61.0 61.7 62.5 63.9 66.6 

Focus on more jmportant 
duties, etc. 5.7 6.4 5.0 6.2 3.9 10.0 7.8 8.8 6.6 4.0 3.4 3.5 

Greater promptness, etc. 17.0 12.8 20.4 14.4 30.1 16.8 18.4 20.1 21.5 16.1 13.5 9.6 
Increased traffic control 0.9 1.0 0.8 1.0 10.3 10.8 11.0 1.9 0.9 10.5 10.4 10.4 
More police certain 

areas, times 38.9 38.8. 38.9 41.6 25.6 32.4 32.2 30.2 32.6 41.9 46.4 53.0 
Community relations 

Total 8.4 9.0 7.8 6.4 18.3 13.0 14.8 12.6 10.3 7.4 3.3 1.9 
Courtesy, attitudes, etc. 7.0 7.6 6.4 5.8 12.6 10.1 11.9 10.4 8.5 6.8 2.4 1.7 
Don't discriminate 1.4 1.4 1.3 0.5 5.7 12.8 2.9 2.2 1.8 .10.6 0.9 10.2 

Other 6.4 7·4 5.4 6.6 5.2 13.7 6.7 5.6 8.4 6.2 5.7 4.8 

mm: !lata lJased on question 14b. Detail. may not add to total because of rounding. Figures in parentheses refer to population in the group. 
').Estimate, based on zero ?r on about 10 or fewer sample cases, is statistically unreliable. 

Vict:iJnization- e:xperience 
Not 
vict:iJnized Vict:iJnized 

(185,600) (127,300) 

100.0 100.0 

23.2 22.2 
19.9 17.3 
3.3 4.9 

64.4 59.6 

5.2 6.4 
15.6 19.0 
1.0 0.8 

42.6 33.4 

6.9 10.4 
5.5 9.1 
1.4 1.4 

5.4 7.7 



Table 36. Most important measure fo.r improving 
local police performance 

(Percent distribution of responses for the population ag!l 16 and over) 

Personnel Operational Community 
Population characteristic :rotal resources practices· relations Other 

Sex and age 
Male 

16-19 (15.700) 100.0 19.9 5'1.2 15·6 0.8 
20-24 (27.500) 100.0 23.0 58.1 13·1 5.8 
25-34 ~30.1oo~ 100.0 20.9 58.2 10.8 10.1 
35-49 37.400 100.0 25.9 57·7 8.0 8·4 
50-64 (24.400 100.0 29.6 60.0 3·6 6.7 
65 and over (17.300) 100.0 27.0 65.3 2·7 5·0 

Female 
16-19 (19.800~ 100.0 1.8.4 61.2 14.1 6.3 
20-24 (31.100 100.0 18.9 63.6 12.1 5·5 
25-34 (35.4oo~ 100.0 18.6 64.6 9.8 7·0 
35-49 ~30.5oo 100.0 22.0 66.8 6.9 4.3 
50-64 32.400 100.0 25.1 66.8 3·1 5·0 
65 and over (21.400) 100.0 26.4- 67.7 '1.2 4.6 

Race and age 
White 

16-19 (28.700) 100.0 20.6 61.3 11·3 6.8 
20-24 (47.7oo~ 100.0 21.8 62.2 10.0 6.0 
25-34 (51,200 100.0 21.6 60.3 8·7 9·3 
35-49 (46.000~ 100.0 24.4- 64.0 5·3 6·3 
50-64 (48.800 100.0 27.1 64.9 2.0 6.0 
65 and over (35.400) 100.0 26.4 67.1 1·5 4·9 

Black 
16-19 (6.100) 100.0 12.4- 48.9 31.6 7·2 
20-24 (9.800) 100.0 16.1 55.7 24·1 4.1 
25-34 (13.2oo~ 100.0 12·9 66.4 16.0 4.7 
35-49 ~10,3oo. 100.0 19.0 58.4 16.1 6.5 
50-64 7.100) 100.0 22.4 61.3 11.6 '4·7 
65 and over (2,700) 100.0 20·7 70.0 '4·8 '4·4 

NOTE: Data based on question 14b. Detail may not add to total because of rounding. 
in parentheses refer to population in the group. 

Figures 

lEstimate,)ased on about 10 or fewer sample cases.· is statisticallY unreliable. 
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Table 37. Most important measure for improving 
local police performance 

(Percent distribution of responses for the population age 16 and over) 

Personnel Operational Conmmity 
Population characteristic Total resources practices relations other 

Race, sex, and age 
White 

Male 
16-19 t,900~ 100.0 21.4 58.8 11.8 7·9 
20-24 21,400 100.0 24·5 63·2 11.6 0.7 
25-34 24.900~ 100,0 22·3 57·8 9.1 10.? 
35-49 (22,300 100.0 26.0 59.3 6.1 8·7 
50-64 (21,200 100.0 28.9 60.9 3·0 7·2 
65 and over (15.600) 100.0 26.7 66.0 2.6 4·8 

Female 
,,,-,, 1"'9001 100.0 19.9 63·3 11.0 15.9 
20-24 25,000 100.0 20.6 64·5 9.2 15·7 
25-34 26,3001 100.0 20.9 62.6 8.4 "8.0 
35-49 23,800 100.0 23.0 68·4 4.5 14.0 
50-64 27.500 100.0 25.8 68.0 11.2 15.1 
65 and over (19,800) 100.0 26.3 6e.1 10.7 "5.0 

Black 
Male 

16-19 ~2, 7(0) 100.0 "13.5 46.6 35.3 "4.5 
20-24 4'4001 100.0 22.2 50·7 24.3 12.8 
25-34 t,700 100.0 11,.0 60.2 19.1 16.7 
35-49 4.500 100.0 23·3 52.3 17·4- 16.9 
50-64 2,700 100.0 29.2 57.3 19.4 14.0 
65 and over (1,300) 100.0 121.1 69.9 10.0 19.0 

Female 
16-19 (3,500~ 100.0 11.4 50,Q 28.7 19.2 
20-24 (5,400 100.0 11.2 59·9 23.7 "5.1 
25-34 (8.500~ 100.0 12.1 70.0 14.3 13.6 
35-49 (5,800 100.0 15·7 63.3 15.0 15.3 
50-64 (~,300 100.0 18.1 63.8 13.0 ~ 5.1 
65 and over (1.400) 100.0 120·3 70.3 19.4 10.0 

NOTE: Data based on question 14b. Detail may not add to total because of r~~ding. Figures 
in parentheses refer to population in the group. 

1Estimate, based on zero or on about 10 or fewer sample cases. is statistically unreliable. 



Append. II 

Survey instrument 
Form NCS 6, the attitude survey instrument, 

contains two batteries of questions. The first of 
these, covering items I through 7, was used to 
elicit data from a knowledgeable adult member of 
each household (i.e., the household respondent). 
Questions 8 through 16 were asked directly of 
each household member age 16 and over, includ
ing the household respondent. Unlike the proce
dure followed in the victimization component of 
the survey, there was no provision for proxy res
ponses on behalf of individuals who were absent 
or incapacitated during the interviewing period. 

Data on the characteristics of those inter
viewed. as well as details concerning any experi
ences as vIctims of the measured crimes, were gath
ered with separate instruments, Forms NCS 3 
and 4, which were administered immediately after 
NCS 6. Following is a facsimile of Ihe jalter ques
tionnaire; supplemental forms were available for 
use in households where more than three persons 
were interviewed. Facsimiles of Forms NCS 3 
and 4 have not been included in this report, but 
can be found in Criminal Victimization Surveys in 
Boslon, 1977. 
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O.M.B. No. 41·572052' Aoor..,.1 Exolres .... ~ 
.o~ ... IICS", NOTICE _ Yout "epoft to the Census Bureau Is confldenllal by law (Thole 13, U.S .. 
j7'Z~13' 

Code). It may be seen only by sworn Census employees and may be used only for 
.. aliltie.' purposes. 

U.S. OEPARTMENt' OF CO .... ERCE 
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC STATISTICS ADMINISTRATION 

A. Conllol numbel 
eUAE.t.U O~ ~HE CENSUS 

: Serial I Panel 
, 

: Segmenl NATIONAL CRIME SURVEY PSU , HH 
I I I I , I I , 

CE ... TRAL CITIES SAMPLE , , , I , I I , 
I , , I 

ATTITUDE QUESTIO ...... AIRE 

B. Name of household head • 41. WIly did you leave lllere? Any oilier reason? ("", •• 11 'ha, applYI 

@ 10 Location - doseT 10 job, famUy, hiends, schoo'. 'Shopp\na. etc., hefe 
20 House (apartment) Dr property characteristics - size. quality, 

C. Reason tOi nonintelv,ew yard space. etc. 

~ ,oTYPEA]T 20TYPEB ,0TYPE C 3D Wanted better housing, own home 
.. Owanted cheaper housing 

@ 
It.n of Mid 

5 D No choice - evicted, building demolished, condemned, etc. ,QWhile 
60 Chan&«! in IIvin& arranrements - marital status. wanted 2C)Negro to liye alone, etc. 

·oOther 70 Bad element moving in 
TYPE Z.., B 0 Crime in old neiihbOfhood, afraid 
Inter"l.w not .llln~ "If - 90 Didn't like neighborhood characteristics - environment, 
Line numbel problems with neljhbors, etc. 

@) 'A 0 Otller - speclty 

(If more than OM reason) @) b. IIliclllusCilt would you say was Ute IIIOSI ill\lortanl? 
@) I@) Enter /rem nllflbe, 
@) Sa. Is lllere .ytllilll you don'llike aboul Utis nei&liborflood? 

CENSUS USE ONLy @ OoNO -SKIP /oBa 

@) 1@) I@ I®> 
• Yes - Whill? Anytllin. else? (Mar. a/l/ha' apply) 

1 @) , 0 Traftic. pa,king 
20 Environmental problems - trash, noise, over,rowdiJ1i, etc. 

HOUSEHOLD ATTITUDE QUESTIO ... S 30 Crime or fear of crime 

Ask only household respondent 40 Publk. transportation problem 

Belore we aello Ute !IIIjG portillft ot Ute ,_y, I would like 10 15k 
50 Inadequate s::hools. shopping faCilities. elc. 

.0 Bad element moving In you alPi questions reilled 10 subjects wIIich _ 10 be 01 SOlIe 70 Problems with neighbors; characteristics of nelahbors concern 10 peOlile. These questions ask you wIIal woulhink, willi 
you leel, your alliiudH and CIIIinions. a 0 Other - Specl/y 

I. Itow Ion. have you lived II tIIis addrns? (II mote than one an.s~er) 
@ 'oL .... th.n 1 yeor} b. Which prolliem would you say is IIIe mosl serious? 

201-2 yea.. ASIC 20 @ Ente, Hem nl}rflber '03-5 yea,. 
40 More than 5 years - "tlP to S. 61. Do you do JOUIlllljOf food shoppin. in tIIis neilfibotltood? 

2a. WIly did you select this particular neilltbortlood? Any oilier re_? @) 00 Yes - SKIP 1070 . • No _ WIly nol? Any other reason? (""" all /ha' apply) 

@ (MaUl all that ",p/yJ 

@ , 0 Ho stotes in ~iihborhood, others more convenient 10 NeiahbOf"Ood ctllracteristics - type! Df neiahbors. environment, 
20SIores in nei,hbOfhOod inadequate. prefers (better) streets. parks. etc. 

stores elsewhere 
• 2 CJ Good schools 30Hiih prices; commissary or PX cheaper 

:3 Q Safe tram crime 40 Crime or tear of crime 
4 Q Only place housina cOlJld be found, lack of choice sO Other - Speclly 
sO Price waS riiht 

pt more than one 188S0n) 6:1 Location - close to job. family. friends, school. shopp;n •• etc. 
b. WIIich reason would you say Is Ute 1IOS111IfIOrIMI? 

7:-l HOlolse (apartment) or pf~rty characteristics - size, qualH)'. 
@ yard space, etc. . Enter 110m number 

B:,)Always lived In this neiahborhood 71. When you sIIap 10f tIIiAp oilier \han food, such IS dotllin. and aenerll 
9::J Oilier - Specl/y IIIIchMrlise, do you USUALLY 10 to sudiurbln Of nei;.bcrllaod sllappl~. 

@Y 
centers Of do you shop "downlown?" 

(It mOle lhan OM reason) 10 Su<blJlban or neillhborhood 

@) 
b. WIIich reason would wou say WIS \he most ill\lOrl .. l? 20 Downtown 

Enter Item nuttCel • b. WIly Is tIIIt? Any oilier renon? (Ma,h all lha' apply) 

31. WIIere did you live before you moved llefe? @ , 0 Better parklnll. les. tr.mc 

@) , 0 OutSide U.S. } SKrp /0 " 
20 Better tr.nsport.tlon 
30 More convenient z[] tnside: limits at this city 
40 Better selection, more stores, more choice • [J Somewhere else In U.S. - specllY1 
~ 0 Afraid of crime 

St.te 60 St ... hour. better 
7 0 Better price' 

COL'"t)' 
B 0 Prefers (better) stores, location, ~rvice, emp.loyeet 

b. Did you live inside lilt limits Df a city,lOII1l, llllait, tic.? 
90 Other - Speclly 

@) {II mare thin one lesSon} 
'[INo 

I@ 
c. WIIich __ Id yau sar is IIIe 11051 i ..... I_.? 

(ill) 
21: 1 Yes - Eme, name 0' cUy. rown. ere • ., 

EM., It~ number I I I II I 
~ IIITERVIEWER - COII¥>lefe Inrervlew with troustholcl ,.sponrlenl, 

bllglnnlng with 1nc/lv/dUIII AIII/ude Quellion •• 
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INDIVIDUAL ATTITUDE QUESTIONS - Ask each household member 16 or older 

KEVER - BEGIN NEW RECORD CHECK. Look at 11. and b. Was box ;j or 4 markod in either Item? @ l.ine number IName ITEM B o Yes - ASK lie 0 Ho - SKIP to tZ I 
11 c. Is lIIe 1111= danl'l!lOUS enoulh 10 make you IIIlilk seriously 

Sa. How oflen do you ,0 oul in lIIe even in, fOl enterlainment, such as @ .bout fIIOV nr s_where else? 
to reslaurants, thealm, etc.? 352 ooNo _ SKIP to .z ' 

@) 1 0 Once a week or more -02 or 3 times a year " Vo. - WIly don't yOU? Any other reason? (Mork all tilat IfPPly) 
2. 0 Less than once a week - 5 0 t~ess. than 2 or 3 Hmes. a (ill) I 0 Can't aflord 10 sO Plan 10 move soon more 'han once a month year or neVf!r 

"0 Can't lind other housing 60 H.aith or aae 30 About once a nlonth 
30 Relative., rriends nearby 10 Other - SP.clly-y 

b. Do you 10 to 1/rese places more or less now than you did a yell 40 ConvenIent to work, etc. 

@) or two 'CO? 
1 0 About the same - SKIP to Check Item A (II more than one reason) 

2 0 Mor~} Why? Any other reason? (Mark a/l that apply) 
d. Which reason would yOll s,y is the mosl important? 

~ 30Le,. - @) Entel item mlT/ber @ 10 Monev sflualion 70 Family reasonS (marriage, 12. How do you think your neilhbofllood compares wilh oth~'s in this 
20 Places to go, people children, parents) 

II1IllrOjlOlilan area in terms of crime? Would you say it is -logowilh 80 Activities, job, schoo1 @ I 0 Much more danl'l!rous? 40 Less danle.ous? 3 0 Conven fence 90 Crime or tear of crime 
z 0 More danrerous? 50 IIlrch less danl'l!rous? 40 Health (own) 100 Want to, like 10. enjoyment 
aD About averal'l!? 50 Transportation r. 0 Other - speclly-y 

13 •• Are thele some ~Irts of tills metrOjlOlilan area wllere you have a -oAge 
rellson to CO 01 would like 10 ,0 DURING THE DAY, bulare alraid 

(If more than one leason) 10 because 01 lear 01 crime? 
to Which reason would yotl say is the most important? @ OoHo Yes - Which section(s)? 

@) Enter Item nllllmr 
@l CHECK ~f Is box I, 2, or 3 markod in Sa? +-NumbBr of specific places mentioned 

ITEM A oNO - SKtP to g8 0 Yes -ASK 8d b, How about AT NIGHT - are there SOl!1t! parts of this area where you have a 
d. When you do CO out to reslauranls or thealers in Ihe eYeninc, Is II reason 10 CO or would like 10 CO but are 31rald 10 betause 01 fear of crime? 

usually in the city or outside 01 the city? @ aoNo vos - Which section(s)? 
@) , D Usually in the city 

zo Usually outside 01 the city @ ~Numbef of specific places mentionfJd 30 About eQuai - 5/(/1' '0 ga 

e. Why do you usually CO (outside the clty;1n the city)? Any other 141. Would you say, in I'I!neral, that your lotal police ,lie doing a 100d 
• reason? (MIl,'.II lha. apply) job, In avera,e job, 01 a poor job? 

@) 10 More convenient. tamiliar,easier to e.el there, only place available @ • o Goad ·DPoor 
20 Parking problems, traffic 2DAverage _ 0 Don'l know - SKIP 10 '5a 

3D Too much crime in other place • b. In whal ways could they imp.ove? Any other ways? (Mark all that apply) 
-0 Mare 10 do @) t 0 No hT~rovement needed - SKIP to lSa 
50 Prefer (bettef) facilities (restaurants, theaters. etc.) 2. 0 Hire mort policemen 
6 o More expensive In other area 3D Concentrate On more important duties, sedous crime, etc~ 
70 Because of friends. relatives 40 Be more prompt, responsive, alert 
80 Other - Specify sO Improve training, raise qualifications or pay. recruitment policies 
lIt more than one reasol/) 60 Be more courteous, improve altitude, community relations 

I. Which reason would you say is the most importanl? 70 Don't discriminate 

@ eO Need more traffic control 
Enler Item number 

90 Need more policemen of particular type (foot, car) in 
91. Now t'd like 10 let your opinions about crime In leneral. certain areas or at certain times 

Within the past yur or Iwo, do you think that crime in yo" 100 Don'l know @ neilhbomood has inClined, decreased, or I1mained about the same? 
,. 0 Olher -, Speclly 34S 10 Increased 4000n'I know - SK.IP to c 

2 0 Decreased 50 Haven'l lived here (/I more than one way) 
30Same -SKIP joe that tong - SKIP 10 C c. Which would you say is the most Important? 

b. Were you IIIlnkln, about any specific kinds of crimes when you said 
you think crime in your nei&ltbo!hood has (Increased/decreased)? § Enle( item number 

@) OoNo Ves - What kinds of crimes? ISa. Now I haYe sOlIe mOle questions about you. opinions concernin, Clime. 
Please take Ihls clld, (Hand re.".;idenl Attitude Flashcard, NCS-574) 

CIl @) Look It the FIRST sel of slatemenls. Which lI1e do you a,ree with most? 
,:How about any crimes which may be happenln, in your neilhbomood - r oMy chance. 01 belna atlacked or robbed have GONE UP 

would you say lhey are commiHed mostly by lhe people who live in the past few years 

here in this neilhbulhood or mostly by outsiders? z 0 My chances 01 being atlacked or robbed have GONE DOWN 
@) r 0 No crime. happening 30 Oulsiders In the past few years 

in neighborhood 40 Equally by bolh 3D My chances of being attacked or robbed haven't chanaed 
20 People livIng here sODan't know in the past few ~ea1's 

I • D No opinion 
lOa, Within lhe PlSt year or two do you think thai crime in the Uniled 

Slales has Inc~}~d, decreased, 01 remained 'bo~}1he same? b. Which olllle SECOND croup do you 'I'ee with most? @ • 0 inc,ea'ed 'Mil baD Same s/(rp to u. @ , 0 Crime is LESS serious t,!,"n the newspapers and 'TV say "DDtcreased _oDon't know 
20 Crime io; MORE serious than the newspapers and TV say 

b, Wel1! you thlnklnl about any specllic kinds 0' crimes wilen you said 3D Crime Is about as serious as the newspapers .and TV say 

@) 
you think crime In the U,S, has (lnc:reased!decIeasedj? • 0 No opinion 
OoNO Yes - What kinds of crimes? 

161. Do yOU Ihinl! PEOPLE IN GENERAL have limited 01 thallled their rn @ 
activities In lIIe past few years because they are afraid 01 tlillll? 

11 •• How safe do you feel or would you lee' bein, oul alone In your ·oyes 2oNo 

@ 
nlllhborhood AT NIGHT? b. Do you thlnll that IIOSt PEOPLE IN THIS NEIGHBORHOOD have limlled or 
,oVery.,l. 3D Somewhat unsafe 

@) 
thanl'l!d lIIeir activities in lIIe pasl few ye,rs because they are .fraili 0' crirne? 

z 0 Reasonably"'. 40 Very unsare '0";:" zONa 
b. How .bout DURING THE DAY - how ufe do you feel Of would t. In I'I!neral, have YOU limited Of chanced your activities in the past few 

@) 
you f., belnr out.tllllt In your nellhborhood? 

@) 
ye'lS because of cri .. ? 

,0Very •• r. 3D Somewhat unsafe 'DYe. zoNo 
2 D R .... nlbly •• 1. '0 Very uns.l. • INTERVIEWER - Continue Inrervlew wlrh rhls respondent on NCSoo3 
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AppencHx III 

Technical information 
and reliability ()f the estimates 

Survey results contained in this publication are 
based on data gathered during early 1974 from 
persons residing within the city limits of Boston, 
including those living in certain types of group 
quarters, such as dormitories, rooming houses, 
and religious group dwellings. Nonresidents of the 
city, including tourists and commuters, did not 
fall within the scope of the survey. Similarly, 
crewmembers of merchant vessels, Armed Forces 
personnel living in military barracks, and institu
tionalized persons, such as correctional facility 
inmates, were not under consideration. With these 
exceptions, all persons age 16 and over living in 
units designated for the sample were eligible to be 
interviewed. 

Each interviewer's tirst contact With a unit se
lected for the survey was in person, and, if it 
were not possible to secure interviews with all eli
gible members of the household during the initial 
visit, interviews by telephone were permissible 
thereafter. Proxy responses were not permitted 
for the attitude survey. Survey records were pro
cessed and weighted, yielding results representa
tive both of the city's population as a whole and 
of various sectors within the population. Because 
they are based on a sample survey rather than a 
complete enumeration, the results are estimates. 

Sample design and size 
Estimates from the survey are based on data 

obtained from a stratified sample. The basic frame 
from which the attitude sample was drawn-the 
city's complete housing inventory, as determined 
by the 1970 Census of Population and Housing
was the same as that for the victimization survey. 
A determination was made that a sample roughly 
half the size of the victimization sample would 
yield enough attitudinal data on which to base re
liable estimates. For the purpose of selecting the 
victimization sample, the city's housing units 
were distributed amo,,~ 105 strata on the basis of 
various characteristics. Occupied units, which 
comprised the majority, were grouped into 100 
strata defined by a combination of the following 
characteristics: type of tenure (owned or rented); 
number of household members (five categories); 
household income (five categories); and race of 
head of household (white or other than white). 

Housing units vacant at the time of the Census 
were assigned to an additional four strata, where 
they were distributed on the basis of rental or 
property value. A single stratum incorporated 
group quarters. 

To account for units built after the 1970 Cen
sus, a sample was drawn, by means of an inde
pendent clerical operation, of permits issued for 
the construction of residential housing within the 
city. This enabled the proper representation in the 
survey of persons occupying housing built after 
1970. 

In order to develop the. half sample required for 
the attitude survey, each unit was randomly as
signed to 1 of 12 panels, with units in the first 6 
panels being designated for the attitude survey. 
This procedure resulted in the selection of 6,217 
housing units. During the survey period, 1;192 of 
these units were found to be vacant, demolished 
converted to nonresidential use, temporarily occu
pied by nonresidents, or otherwise ineligible for 
both the victimization and attitude surveys. At an 
additional 512 units visited by interviewers it was 
impossible to conduct interviews because the 
occupants could not be reached after repeated 
calls, did not wish to participate in the survey, or 
were unavailable for other reasons. Therefore, 
interviews were taken with the occupants of 4,513 
housing units, and the rate of participation among 
units qualified for interviewing was 89.8 percent. 
Participating units were occ~pied by a, total of 
8,998 persons age 16 and over, or an average of 
about two residents of the relevant ages per unit. 
Interviews were conducted with 8,188 of these 
persons, resulting. in a response rate of 91.0 per
cent among eligible res!dents. 

'Estimation procedure 
Data records generated by the alti-tude survey 

were assigned either of two sets of . final tabulation 
weights, one for the records of individual respon
dents and another for those of household respon
dents. In each case, the final weight was the prod
uct of two elements-a factor of roughly twice 
the weight used in tabulating victimization data 
estimates and a ratio estimation factor. The. fol
lowing steps d~termined the tabulation ~eight for 
personal victimization data and were, thi~fore, 
an integral part of the estimation pro<;r-:dGr,~~or 
attitude data g~there~ from in~ividu~~ respOj?
dents: (1) a basIC weIght, reftectmg the '~!ec~ed 
unit's probability of being included in the sample; 
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(2) a factor to compensate for the subsampling of 
units, a situation thai arose in instances where the 
interviewer discovered many more units at the 
sample address than had been listed in the de~ 
cennlul Census; (3) a within-household noninter
view adjustment to account for situations where 
at least one but not all eligible persons in a house
hold were interviewed; (4) a household noninter
view adjustment to account for households quali
fied to parl.icipate in the survey but from which an 
interview was not obtained; (5) a household ratio 
estimate factor for bringing estimates developed 
from the sample of 1970 housing units into adjust
ment with the complete Census count of such un
its; and (6) a population ratio estimate factor that 
brought the sample estimate into accord with 
post-Census estimates of the population age 12 
and over and adjusted the data for possible biases 
resulting from undercoverage or overcoverage of 
the population. 

The household ratio estimation procedure (step 
5) achieved a slight reduction in the extent of 
sampling variability, thereby reducing the margin 
of error in the tabulated survey results. It also 
compensated for the exclusion from each stratum 
of any households already included in samples for 
certain other Census Bureau programs. The 
household ratio estimator was not applied to inter
view records gathered from residents of group 
quarters or of units constructed after the Census. 
For household victimization data (and attitude 
data from household respondents), the final 
weight incorporated all of the steps described 
above except the third and sixth. 

The ratio estimation factor, second element of 
the final weight, was an adjustment for bringing 
data from the attitude survey (which, as indicat
ed, was based on a half sample) into accord with 
data from the victimization survey (based on the 
whole sample). This adjustment, required because 
the attitude sample was randomly constructed 
from the victimization sample, was used for the 
age, sex, and race characteristics of respondents. 

Reliability of estimates 
As previously noted, survey results contained 

in this report are estimates. Despite the precau~ 
tions taken to minimize· sampling variability, the 
estimates are ~ subject to errors arising from the 
fact that the sample employed was only one of a 
large number of possible samples of equal size 
that could have been used applying the same 
sample design and selection procedures. 
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Estimates derived from different samples may 
vary somewhat; they abo may differ from figures 
developed from the average of all possible sam
ples, even if the surveys were administered with 
the same schedules, instructions, and interview
ers. 

The standard error of a survey estimate is a 
measure of the variation among estimates from all 
possible samples and is, therefore, a gauge of the 
precision with which the estimate from a particu~ 
lar sample approximates the average result of all 
possible samples. The estimate and its associated 
standard error may be used to construct a confid~ 
ence interval, that is, an interval having a pres~ 
cribed probability that it would include the aver
age result of all possible samples. The average 
vallie of all possible samples mayor may not be 
contained in any particular computed interval. 
However, the chances are about 68 out of 100 
that a survey-derived estimate would differ from 
the average result of all possible samples by less 
than one standard error. Similarly, the chances 
are about~ 90 out of tOO that the difference would 
be less than 1.6 times the standard error; about 95 
out of 100 that the difference would be 2.0 times 
the standard error; and 99 out of 100 chances that 
it would be less than 2.5 times the standard error. 
The 68 percent confidence interval is defined as 
the range of values given by the estimate minus 
the standard error and the estimate plus the stand
ard error; the chances are 68 in 100 that the aver
age value of all possible samples would fall within 
that range. Similarly, the 95 percent confidence 
interval is defined as the estimate plus or minus 
two standard errors. 

In addition to sampling error, the estimates pre~ 
sen ted in this report are subject to nonsamp!ing 
error, chiefly affecting the accuracy of the distinc
tion between victims and non victims. A major 
source of nonsampling error is related to the abili
ty of respondents to recall whether or not they 
were victimized during the 12 months9rior to the 
time of interview. Research on recall indicates 
that the ability to remember a crime varies with the 
time interval between victimization and interview, 
the type of crime, and, perhaps, the socio-demo
graphic characteristics of the respondent. Taken 
together, recall problems may result in an under
statement of the "true" number of victimized 
persons and households, as defined for (he pur
pose of this report. Another source of nonsam
pIing error pertaining to victimization experiel1ce 
involves telescoping, o~ bringing within the appro-
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priate 12-month reference period vIctimizatIons 
that occurred before or arrer the close ot the per
iod. 

Although the problems of recall and telescoping 
probably weakened the differentiation between 
victims and nonvictims, these would not have 
affected the data on personal attitudes or behav
ior. Nevertheless, such data may have been af
fected by nonsampling errors resulting from in
complete or erroneous responses, systematic mis
takes introduced by interviewers, and improper 
coding and processing of data. Many of these er
rors also would occur in a complete census. 
Quality control measures, such as interviewer 
observation and a reinterview program, as well as 
edit procedures in the field and at the clerical and 
computer processing stages, were utilized to keep 
such errors at an acceptably low level. As calcu
lated for this survey, the standard errors partially 
measure only those random nonsampling errors 
arising from response and interviewer errors; they 
do not, however, take into account any systemat
ic biases in the data. 

Regarding. the' reliability of data, it should be 
noted that estimates based on zero or on about 
10 or fewer sample cases have been considered 
unrCliable. Such estimates are identified in foot
.notes to the dam tables and were not used for 
purposes of analYSIS In this report. For Boston, a 
minimum weighted estimate of 400 was consid
ered statistically reliable, as was any percentage 
based on such a figure. 

Computation and application 
of the stand.ard error 

For survey estimates relevant to either the indi
vidual or household respondents, standard errors 
displayed on tables at the end of this appendix 
cao be used for gauging sampling, variability. 
These errors are approximations and suggest an 
order of magnitude of the standard error rather 
than the precise error associated' with 'any given 
estimate: Table I contains standard error approxi
mations applicable to information from individual 
respondents and Table II gives errm:s for data de
rived from household respondents." For percen
tages not specifically listed in the tables, linear 
interpolation must be used to approximate the 
standard error. 

To illustrate the application of standard errors 
in measuring sampling variability, Data Table 1 in 
this report shows that SO.8 percent of all Boston 
reside"~" age 16 and over (461,000 persons) be-

() 

lieved crime in, the United States had' increased. 
Two-way linear interpolation of data listed in Ta
ble I would yield a standard error of about 0.5 
percent. Consequently, chanc~s are 68 out of 100 
that the estimated percentage of 80.8 would be 
within 0.5 percentage points of the average result 
from all possible samples; i.e., the 68 percent 
confidence interval associated' with the estimate 
would be from 80.3 to 81.3. Furthermore, the 
chances are 95 01lt of 100 that the estimated per
centage would be roughly within 1 percentage 
point of the average for all sainples~ i.e., the 95 
percent confidence interval would be about 79.8 
to 81.8 percent. Standard errors associated with 
data from household respondents are calculated in 
the same manner, using Table II. 

In comparing two sample estimates, the stand
ard error of the difference between the twe figures 
is approximately equal to the square root of the 
sum of the squares of the standard errors of each 
estimate .considered separately. As ali example,. 
Data Table 12 shows that 26.8 percent of males 
and 8.8 percent of females felt very safe when out 
alone in the neight::;i'hood at night, a difference of 
18.0 percentage points. The standard error for 
each estimate, defermined by interpolation, was 
about 0.8 (males) and 0.5 (females). Using the 
formula described previously, the standard error 
of the difference between 26.8 and 8.8 percent is 
expressed as v., (0.8)2 ' +. ' (0.5)2, which equals 
approximately 1.0. Thus, the confidence interval 
at one standard error around the difference of 
18.0 would be from 17.0 to 19.0 (18.0 plus or 
minus J .0) and at two standard errors from 16.0 
to 20.0. The ratio of a difference to its standard 
error defines a value that can be equate~~() a lev
el of significance. For example, a ratio 'uf about 
2.0 (or more) denotes that the difference is signifi
cant at the 95 percent confidence level (or higher); 
a ratio ranging between about 1.6 and 2.0 indi
cates that the difference is significant at a confid
ence level between 90 and 95 percent~ and a ratio 
of less than about 1.6 defines a level of confidence 
below 90 percent. In the above example, the ratio 
of the difference (18.0) to the standard error 
(1.0) is equal to 18.0, a figure well above the 2.0 
minimum level of confidence applied, in this re
port. Thus, it- was. concluded that the'<.~ifference 
between the two proportions was statisticany sig
niticant. For-data gathered frem household, res
pondents, the significance of differences between 
two sample estimates is. tested by the same proce
dure, using standard errors in Table"'l. 
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Base of percent 

100 
250 

.500 
1,'000 
2,500 
5,000 

10,000 
25,000 
50,000 

100,000 
250,000 
500,000 

·" / ~.\. rj 

Table I. Individual respondent data: Standard error approximations 
for estimated percentages 

(68 chances out of 100) 

Estimated Eercent of answers Bl individual resEondents 
1.0 or 99.0 .'2.5 or 97.5 5.0 or 95.0 10.0 or 90.0 25.0 or 75.0 

8.3 13.0 18.1 24.9 36.0 
5.2 8.2 11.4 15.8 22.7 
3.7 5.8 8.1 11.1 16.1 
2.6 4.1 5.7 7.9 11.4 
1.7 2.6 3.6 5.0 7.2 
1.2 1.8 2.6 3.5 5.1 
0.8 1.3 1.8 2.5 3.6 
0.5 0.8 1.1 1.6 2.3 
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.1 1.6 
0.3 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.1 
0.2 0·3 0.4 0.5 0.7 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

NOTE: The standard errors in this table are applicable to information in Data Tables 1-18 and 27-37. 

Base of percent 

100 
250 
500 

1,000 
2,500 
5,000 

10,000 
25,000 
50,000 

100,000 
250,000 

Table II. Household respondent data: Standard error approximations 
for estimated percentages 

(68 chances out of 100) 

Estimated Eercent of answers b~ household resEondents 
1. 0 or 99.0 2.5 or 97.5 5.0 or 95.0 10.0 or 90.0 25.0 or 75.0 

6.7 lO.5 14.6 20.1 29.0 
4.2 6.6 9.2 12.7 18.4 
3.0 4.7 6.5 9.0 13.0 
2.1 ;).) 4.6 6.4 9·2 
1.3 2.1 2.9 4.0 5.8 
0.9 1.5 2.1 2.8 4·1 
0.7 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.9 
0.4 0·7 0.9 1.3 1.8 
0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.3 
0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.9 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 

NOTE: The standard errors in this table are applicable to information in Data 'l'Ahl p~ 1 Q_?f. 

50.0 

41.5 
26.3 
18.6 
13.1 
8.3 
5.9 
4.2 
2.6 
1.9 
1.3 
0.8 
0.6 

50.0 

33.5 
21.2 
15.0 
10.6 
6.7 
4.7 
3.4 
2.1 
1.5 
1.1 
0.7 
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Glossary 

Age-The appropriate age category is deter
mined by each respondent's age as of the last day 
of 'the month preceding the interview. 

Annual family income-Includes the income 
of the household head anJ a" other related per·· 
sons residing in the same household unit. Covers 
the 12 months preceding the interview and in
cludes wages, 'salaries, net income from business 
or farm, pensions, interest, dividends, rent, and 
any other form of monetary income. The income 
of persons unrelated. to the head of household is 
excluded. 

Assault-An .unlawful physical attad:., 'whether 
aggravated or simple, upon a person. Includes 
attempted assault with or without a weapon. Ex
cludes rape and attempted rape, as well as attacks 
involving theft or attempted theft, which are clas
sified as robbery. 

Burglary-Unlawful or forcible entry of a resi
dence, usua"y, but not necessarily, attended by 
theft. Includes attempted forcible entry. 

Central city-The largest city of ~\ standard 
metropolitan statistical area (SMSA). 

Community relations-Refers to question 14b 
(ways of improving police performance) and in
cludes two response categories: "Be, more cour
teous, improve attitude, community relations" 
and" Don't discriminate." 

Downtown shopping area-The central shop
ping district of the dty where the respondent 
,lives. 

Evening entertainment-Refers to entertain
ment available in public places, such as restau
rants, theaters, bowling alleys, nightclubs, bars, 
ice cream parlors, etc. Excludes club meetings, 
shopping, and social visits to the homes of rela
tives or acquaintances. 

General merchandise shopping-Refers to 
shopping for goods other than food, such as clo
thing, furniture, housewares, etc. 

Head of household-For classification purpos
es; only one individual per household can be the 
head person. In husband-wife households, the 
hosband arHitrarily is considered to be the head. 
In other households, the head person is the'indivi
dual so regarded by its members; genera"y, that 
pefson is the chief breadwinner. 

,Hou.ehold-Consists of the occupants of sepa
rate living quarters meet!ng either of the following 
criteria: ( I) Persons, whether present or temporar
ilyabsent, whose usual place of residence is the 

housing unit in question, or (2) Persons staying in 
the housing unit who have no usual place of resi
dence elsewhere. 

Household attitude questions-Hems 
through 7 of Form NCS 6. For households that 
consist of more than one member, the questions 
apply to the entire household. 

Household larceny-Theft or attempted theft 
of property or cash from a residence or its imme
diate vicinity. Forcible entry, attempted forcible 
entry, or unlawful entry are not involved. 

Household' respondent-A' knowledgeable 
adult member of the household, most frequently 
the head of household or that person's spouse. 
For each household, such a person answers the 
"household attitude questions. " 

Individual attitude questions-hems 8 
through 16 of Form NCS 6. The questions apply 
to each person, not the entire household. 

Individual respondent-Each person age 16 
and over, including the household respondent, 
who participates in the survey. A"such' persons 
answer the "individual attitude questions .. " 

Local police-The police force in the city 
where the respondent lives at the time of the in
terview. 

Major food shopping-Refers to shopping for 
the bulk of the household's groceries. 

Measured crimes-For the purpose of this 
report, the offenses are rape, personal robbery, 
as'sault, personal larceny, burglary, household lar
ceny, and motor vehicle theft, ,as determined by 
the victimization component of the survey. In
cludes both completed and attempted acts that 
occurred during the 12 months prior to ~he month 
of interview. 
, Motor vehicle theft--Stealing or unauthorized 
taking of a motor vehicle, including attempts at 
such acts. Motor v\:!hicles include automobiles, 
trucks, motorcycles, and any other motorized 
vehicles lega"y allowed on public roads and high
ways. 

Neighborhood-The general vicinity of the 
respondent's dwelling. The boundaries of a I)eigh
borhood define an area with which the respondent 
identifies. 

Nonvictim-See "Not victimized," below. 
Not vlctfmlzed-For the purpose of this report, 

persons not categorized as "victimized" (see be
low) are considered "not victimized." 

Offender-The perpetrator of a crime. 
Operational practiceS-Refers to question 14b 

(ways of improving police performance) and in
,=Iudes .four response categories: "Concentrate on 
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more important duties. serious crime. etc."; "Be 
more prompl, responsive. alerl"; "Need more 
lraffic conlrol"; and "Need more policemen of 
parlicular Iype (foot. car) in certain areas or al 
certain times." 

Personal larceny-l~lleft or attempted theft of 
property or cash. either with contact (hut without 
force or threat of force) or withoul direct contact 
between victim and offender. 

Personnel resources-Refers to question 14b 
(ways of improving police performance) and in~ 
eludes two response categories: "Hire more pol~ 

icemen" and "Improve training, raise qualifica
tions or pay. recruitment policies." 

Race-Determined by the interviewer upon 
observation. and asked only about persons not 
re/ated to the head of household who were not 
present at the time of interview. The racial cate
gories distinguished are white, black, and other. 
The category "other" consists mainly of Ameri~ 
can Indians and/or persons of Asian ancestry. 

Rape-Carnal knowledge through the use of 
force or the threat of force, ineluding attempts. 
Statutory rape (without force) is excluded. In
eludes both heterosexual and homosexllal rape. 

Rate of victimization-See "Victimization 
rate." helow. 

Robbery-Theft or attempted theft. directly 
from a person, of property or cash by force or 
threat of force, with or without a weapon. 

Series victimizations-Three or more crimi
nal events similar, if not identical, in nature and 
incurred by a person unable to identify separately 
the details of each act, or, in some cases. to re-

. count accurately the total number of such acts. 
The term is applicable to each of the crimes mea
sured by the victimization component of the sur
vey. 

Suburban or neighborhood shopping 
areaS-Shopping centers or districts either out
side the city limits or in outlying areas of the city 
near the respondent's residence. 

Victim-See "Victimized," helow. 
Vlctimization-A specific criminal act as it 

affects a single victim. whether a person or hOllse
hold. In criminal acts against persons, the number 
of victimizations is determined by' the number of 
victims of such acts. Each criminal act against a 
household is assumed to involve a single victim, 
the affected household. 

Victimization rate-For crimes against per
sons, the victimization rate. a measure of occur

. renee among population groups at risk, is comput~ 
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ed on the basis of the number of victimizations 
per 1.000 resident population age 12 and over. For 
crimes against households, victimization rates are 
calculated on the basis of the number of victimi
zations per 1,000 households. 

Victimized-For the purpose of this report, 
pe~sons are regarded as "victimized" if they meet 
either of two criteria. (I) They personally experi
enced one or more of the following criminal vic~ 
timizations during the 12 months prior to the 
month of interview: rape, personal robhery, as
sault, or personal larceny. Or. (2) they are mem
bers ()f a household that experienced one or more 
of the following criminal victimizations during the 
same time frame: burglary, household larceny, or 
motor vehicle theft. 
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